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I.

A.

Intioduction

Another Memory Development Chapter?

We would like to begin by smatilizing with those whose initial reaction to
thiS chapter is, "Do we really need another memory development chapter?"

During

the past decade research interest in the development of memory has intensified,
and currently there exists a copious literature consisting of books, projected
books, and review chapters too numerous ~o mention.

More are threatened in-the

near future, and the task of keeping abreast of this burgeoning literature is formidable.

In view of, the plethora of information sources, a complete review of the

literature would clearly be redundant, and this chapter is not intended to provide.
an overview.

Rather, the concentration is -focused more narrowly on tlie development

ef certain general problem- solving skills which are subsumed under the heading of
metacpgnition.

Althpugh the focus is primarily on metamemory development, this re-

flects the. state of thcart rather, than any conviction that theimetacognitive skills
ijnyolved in intelligent Control 'of one's action8 while memorizing are necessarily
different from those involved in any other problem- solving situations, whether experimentally induced or naturally occurring.'

Even within the restricted domain of metamnemonic development, this chapter is

not intended as a complete review because an excellent summary already exists Maven
ifeWeliman, 1977).

The review section represents an idiosyncratic selection of pert-

inent literature centered around research findings from our own laboratory:

The

main emphasis is on the efficiencies and limitations of both spontaneous and induced
problem-solving skills in slow-learning children.
The particular problem-solving skills selected for review are those attributed to
the executive in many theories ,E human and nachine intelligence:

predicting, checking,

monitoring, reality testing and coordination and control of deliberate attempts to
learn or solve problems.

We believe that these are the basic characteristics of

a
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thinking efficiently in a wide range of .earning situations.

Thinking efficiently

is a good definition of intelligence, and we are interested in intellectual
development.

The selection of memory processes reflects the extensive literature which

predates this chapter.

Quite simply, we know a great deal about the normal course of

mnemonic development, and we are beginning -o construct a reasonable
picture of the
development of metamemorial awareness.
us understand aberrant development.

Therefore, we can use this information to help

But this emphasis on traditional memory skills

should not be taken as an indication of belief in a separate memory
system, that is

somehow independent of the general operations of the intellect.

To reiterate Reitman's

(1970, p.490) cogent observations,"memory behavior does not depend solely upon a

memory sub-system, it reflects the activity of the human cognitive system as a whole."
In fact the terms memory and, metamemory are used only as a matter of convenience
to

identify a traditional subset of operations.

The inseparability of memory from any

other aspect of cognition has long been established as an article of faith of modern
cognitive psychology (Bartlett, 1932; Jenkins, 1973; Neisser, 1967, 1976; Norman,
1973; Piaget & Inhelder, 1973), and it is a reflection of this bias that throughout
the chapter thinking, problem solving, learning, etc. are often referred to interchangeably with remembering.

Furthermore, the concentration is on the metacognitive

skills of intelligence which apply to a wider range of activities than traditionally
treated under the rubric 'memory."
B.

Organizational Scheme
Again we would like to sympathize with those whose second reaction to this chapter

is "if we must endure another memory development opus, does it have to be this'long?"
Obviously not, but it is, and therefore we would like to provide some hints on which
sections can be selected out for readers with different purposes.

In Section II,
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we will give a very brief introduction to the term metacognition, and the reasons why
we believe interest is now focused on the various "metes" of developmental
'cognition.

Section III is a relatively long review of data gathered in our labora-

tory couched in a framework of the basic metacognitive skills which are emphasized
in this chapter.

For those not primarily interested'in the details of our ongoing

research program, this section can easily be skimmed without vitiating attempts to
understand subsequent sections.

Section IV reflects our concerns with the type of

question being addressed in current research programs addressed at metamnemonic development, with particular emphasis on programs where intervention or remediation
are at least implicitly of main concern.

Finally, in Section V, we examine the cul-

tural relativity of many of the traditional memory skirls examined in our laboratories
and legitimized in our tests and definitions of intelligence.

The particular problems

of the disadvantaged child are also discussed in Section V, together with the implications for future research in the area of metacognition in developmentally delayed
children.
II.

Metacognition:

An Epiphenomenon?

We empathize with those who express confusion at the proliferation of "metes"
in the current literature on developmental cognition, and indeed there has been some
serious concern that "metacognition" is an epiphenomenon recently elevated and dignified with a new title, but really the stuff that the problem-solving literature has
been concerned with all along.

When faced with terms such as metalearning, meta-

memory, metaattention, metacomprehension, metalinguistics, etc., the dubious reader
may wonder why the meta need be added.

The addition can be defended if at all, only

if it reflects a real change of emphasis - -which we believe it does.

Our bias is

that the processes described as metacognitive are the important aspects of kno4ledge,
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that what is of major interest is knowledge about one's own cognitions rather
than
the cognitions themselves.

Just as fever is a secondary symptom, an epiphenomenon

of disease (Oxford English Dictionary), so the outcome of intelligent evaluation

and control of one's own cognitive processes are secondary symptoms of the basic underlying processes of metacognition.

This is not _o say that conscious control of one's

own activities is essential for all forms of knowing, and indeed we have concentrated
elsewhere on incidental learning as a function of active interactions with a meaningful environment (Brown, 1975), but in the domain of deliberate learning and problemsolving situations, conscious executive control of the routines available to the
system is the essence of intelligent activity, the underlying force which the observed
routines reflect, are symptomatic of, and are epiphenomena] to.
Before proceeding with this section it would be helpful to define what is meant
by metacognitive skills, and, in order to incriminate another in the proliferation of
"meta" terms, we will quote John Flavell, who more than any other developmental

psychologist has been responsible for the current interest in research in this area.
Metacognition refers to one's knowledge concerning one's own
cognitive processes and products or anything related to them, e.g.,
the learning-relevant properties of inforration or data. For example, I am engaging in metacognition (metamemory, metalearning,
metaattention, metalanguage, or whatever) if I notice thac I am
having more trouble 'earning A than B; if it strikes me that I
should double-check C before accepting it as a fact; if it occurs
to me that I had better scrutinize each end every alternative in
any multiple - choice type task situation before deciding which is
the best one; if I sense that I had better make a note of D because
I may forget it; .., (more examplps)
Metac_ognition refers,
among other things, to the active mor.itor;;:g and consequent
regulation and orchestration of these processes in relation to the
cognitive objects or unta on which they bear, usually in the service
of some concrete goal or obj?:ive. (Flevell, 1976a, p.232)
The skeptic will be plaa.ei to note the similarity between these activities
and the activities traditionally cor.sidereu under the heading "study-skills"

S

(Brown 6 Smiley, 1977b; Robinson, 1941).

The area of metacognitinn is not as new

as it would appear.

Klahr (1974) raised the question of whether the distinction
between knowledge
and the understanding of that knowledge is a viable one.
Should we not consider instead two forms of knowledge: a)
knowledge of the thing itself; and b) knowledge of its appropriate
use ?' .Certainly one of the things I know about K is about it per se,
such as how to multiply. Lnother thing I know is a set of appropriate conditions under which to apply that knowledge.
It seems
that an increase in either is an increase in my understanding of
K.
(Klahr, 1974, pp.295-296).

This quote illustrates the essential interdependence of the
metes with their content
area; this interdependence will be discussed in a later section (IV. D.).

The three

main points we would like to make here are that we believe the difference
between

knowledge and the understanding of that knowledge (in
terms of appropriate use) to
be a real one with great heuristic value for those interested in what
develops.
Educationally, the traditional distinction between knowing what and knowing how
(Broudy, 1977) is still a viable one with important implications for
educational

practices (see Sections IV. F., IV. G., and V. D.).

Second, although there is ob-

viously an incestuous relationship between metacognitions concerning
a certain process
area and the processes themselres (e.g., metamemory and memory), we believe that
many

skills currently being studied as skills of metacognition are trans-situational,
i.e., they apply to many forms of problem-solving activity.

Finally, if one is

interested in the "ecological validity" of the processes we select for study, the
skills of metacognition do appear to have recognizable counterparts in "real-world,
everyday life" situations.

Checking the results of an operation against certain

criteria of effectiveness, economy and common-sense reality is a metacognitive skill
applicable whether the task under consideration is solving a math problem, memorizing
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a prose passage, following a recipe, ur assembling an automobile.

Self-interro-

gation concerning the current state of one's own knowledge during problem solving

is an essential skill in a wide variety of situations, those of the laboratory, the
school, or everyday life.

In summary, we believe that the isolation, however artificial, of metacognitive
skills for intensive study is a viable separation which will help us focus on the
similarities rather than the differences among traditional cognitive domains (Flaven,
1976b).

Furthermore, as metacognition demands the ability to introspect about one's

own performance, to differentiate one's own perspective from that of others, related
areas of study such as social cognition, role-taking and communication become directly
relevant.

Furthermore, as self-evaluation of one's own performance cannot be objective,

such self-interrogation must be contaminated by one's own feelings of competence,
some previously separate areas of personality development are again of obvious
relevance e.g., fear of failure, need for achievement, external vs. internal control,
learned helplessness and level of aspiration.

By concentrating on metacognitive de\

velopment, not only will artificial separations between traditional cognitive domains
be weakened but boundaries across various distinct areas of inquiry in developmental
psychology may be questioned.

This re-aligning of boundaries cannot help b-r be

beneficial if we are seriously concerned with the developing child as a Whole person
rather than as the repository of certain interesting fragmentary skills in various
stages of development.
III.

Metamemory:

A Selected Review of the Literature

Most empirical research in metacognition has centered around metamemory; knowledge concerning one's own memory abilities and strategies.

The term was introduced

by John Flavell (1970) who,-together with his students, has provided a rich source of
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data concerning the development of metamemorial knowledge.

An excellent review

of this literature predates this chapter (Flavell 6 Wellman, 1977) and will not
be reiterated here.

In this section, therefore, we would like to introduce some

recent research from our laboratory concerned with metamemorial knowledge in slowlearning children.

In addition we will focus on a general problem with the developmental research
to date, that is that the particular forms of metamemory selected for study have encouraged an underestimation of the complexity of the operations involved.

The pri-

mary concentration has been on isolated fragmentary introspection concerning metamemorial knowledge rather than on the complex ongoing interaction of person, task,
and strategy variables (Flavell h Wellman, 1977) that are called into play during
an actual attempt to deliberately retain information.

The issue of the level of

difficulty cf the introspection required has not been examined adequately.

Thus a

quick perusal of the existing developmental literature might suggest that metamemorial
knowledge is quite mature by third grade (see section IV. C.).

We will argue that

this is an illusion created by the simple types of metamemorial skills that have
been examined.

Some idea of the complexity of the metacognitive abilities demanded of the fully
mature memorizer can be gleaned by considering the operations attributed to the
central processor, interpreter, or executive, introduced as the overseer in many
current models of memory.

Being capable of performing intelligent evaluation of its

own operations is an essential characteristic of the central mechanism favored by
many current theories; some form of self-awareness, or explicit knowledge of its own
workings is critical for any efficient problem-solving system (Becker, 1975; Bobrow,
1975; Bobrow & Norman, 1975).

The basic requirements of such an executive demonstrate
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the complexity of the issue.

It must include the ability to (a) predict the

system's capacity limitations, (b) be aware of its repertoire of heuristic routines
and their appropriate domain of utility, (c) identify and characterize the problem
at hand, (d) plat and schedule appropriate problem-solving strategies, (e) monitor
and supervise the effectiveness of those routines it calls into service, and (f)
dynamically evaluate these operations in the face of success or failure so that
termination of strategic activitess can be strategically timed.

These forms of

executive decision-making are perhaps the crux of efficient problem-solving because
the use of an appropriate piece of knowledge, or routine to obtain that knowledge,
at the right time and in the right place is the essence of intelligence.
Obviously whether knowledge of his own memory or problem-solving processes will
be attributed to a child will depend on the level of complexity of the judgement
required.

For example, the seemingly mature understanding displayed by third

graders in metaremory studies to date is not apparent if more complex coordination
and predictions are examined (Brown, 1977a; Brown & DeLoache, 1977; Butterfield
Belmont, 1977).

In the following selected review we have attempte

consider the

current literature in the light of the degree of complexity of the judgement required.
A.

Secondary Ignorance:

On Not Knowing When or What You Know

A very basic form of self-awareness involved in all memory and problem-solving
tasks is the realization that there is a problem, of knowing what you know and what
you do not know (Brown, 1975).

We are indebted to Joan Sieber (Sieber, 1968) for

bringing the problem of "secondary ignorance" to our -ttention even though it took
some time before we appreciated the importance of the observation.

Sieber used the
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term for that state beyond ignorance when one is unaware that one is in a state
of ignorance.

An astute observation by Holt in his book How Children Fail

illustrates this situation well.

Part of being a good student is learning to be aware of one's
04u mind and the degree of one's own understanding.
The good student
may be one who often says that he does not understand, simply because
he keeps a constant check on his understanding. The poor student who
does not, so to speak, watch himself trying to understand, does not
know most of the ,time whether he understands or not. Thus the problem
is not to get students to ask us what they don't know; the problem is
to make them aware of the difference between what they know and what
they don't. (Holt, 1964, pp. 28-29)
1.

Metacomprehension.

The problem of ascertaining the state of one's own

ignorance or enlightenment is one of metacomprehension.

Understanding instructions

would be a case of comprehension of a message, while knowing that one has understood,
or not, would be an example of metacomprehension.

Holt's (1964) lucid description of

children's mystification over school problems includes many instances of metacomprehension failures.

For example, one child faced with the task of listing verbs that

end with a p, became upset repeating "I don't get it" but was totally unable to say
why she failed to understand.
and gave her some examples.

Holt then asked the child if she knew what a verb was
Relieved, the child went to work.

Holt believes that

this child did not ask what a verb was simply because:
She did not know herself that she did not know. All she knew
was that she had been told to start doing something and she didn't know
what to do. She was wholly incapable of analyzing the instructions,
finding out what part of thdm made sense and what did not, where her
knowledge ended and her ignorance began.
(Holt, 1964, p.145)

Although Holt's charming book contains many anecdotes concerning the child's
difficulty in evaluating his own state of knowledge, controlled experimental tests
of this developmentally related phenomena are rare.

In a recent series of ex-

periments, Markman (1977) examined the insensitivity of young children to their own
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failure to comprehend.

Children from grades 1 through 3 were asked to help the

experimenter to design instructions for new games (e.g., card games) to be taught
to other children of their age.

The instructions were obviously incomplete and

the measure of whether the child realized he had not understood was his request
for more information.

For example, the experimenter and the child each received

four alphabet cards and the child was given these instructions.
cards in a pile.

We both turn over the top card in our pile.

to see who has the special card.

We look at cards

Then we turn over the next card in our pile to

see who has the special card this time.

wins the game."

"We each put our

In the e.id the person with the most cards

No mention was made of what the special card could be.

Not only

did the younger children require many additional prompts before they indicated

incomprehension but it appeared that they needed to repeat the instructions or
even to attempt to execute the task before they became aware that they did not
know how to play the game.

Since the ability to monitor one's own understanding

of instructions and messages. whether spoken or written, is an essential prerequisite for all problem-solving activity, further research on this topic would be
welcomed.
2.

The lack of knowledge inferenco.

Although it would seem that being aware

of what it is you knob, or'do not know is a primitive precursor of more complex forms

of metacomprehension, the difficulty of this introspection is an important issue,
for, under certain conditions even college students may have problems estimating
the state of their own kncwledCe.

Identifying what you do not know, or could not

know can involve quite complex forms of rnasoning.. The mature problem-solver
not only has a reasonable estimate of the accessibility of his known facts, he
is also cognizant. of which facts cannot be known and which can be deduced on the basis
of what he already knows.

Adults realize immediately that they cannot know Charles

Dickens' phone number (Norman, 1973), but they arrive at this conclusion by inferential

1/1
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reasoning concerning other aspects of their knowledge.

Not only do children know

less than adults, and often have poorly organized, incomplete and inconsistent,
knowledge but they lack the complex systems of inferential reasoning used by adults
to infer information from incomplete and contradictory knowledge bases.

Collins (1977)

has shown that college students use a variety of inferential reasoning strategies to
assess the prObability that an assumption is true given the information they already
have.

The full flavor of Collins' work cannot be given here but the types of in-

ferences described are many and we would like to refer the reader to the protocols

from his Socratic dialogues as particularly rich examples of the complexity of such

3.

The expert.

The problems of metacomprehension can range from the awareness

that one is not understanding to the strategic monitoring of awareness in order to
ascertain that one has the optimal information for attacking a particular task.
Consider the problem of a deliberate memorization task.

The memorizer must recognize

this class of- problems and realize that they call for suitable actions on his part.

Merely identifying the class of problems requiring deliberate remembering can'pose a
considerable burden on the metacognitive powers of the very young.

How then would

an,xpert memorizer go about the task of identifying the problems involved in
a specific memorization task?
No self-respecting memory expert would put up with the way
psychologists run most memory experiments.
Experts would ask
questions like, "What must I remember?" "How many items?" "How
much tine will there be?" "What's the nature of the teats?"
They would know what they neeJed to know in order to perform
optimally and they would settle for nothing less.
(Bransford,
itsch, & Franks, 1977, p.
Binet's pioneer work with "lightning calculators," "outstanding mnemonistsi" and
chess players (Binet, 1894; Reeves, 1965) also illustrates that the expert not only

I
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needs to identify fully all the "acets of a problem befure
proceeding but also
prefers to structure the input in an optimal manner to
achieve efficiency.
rdentifying the exact nature of a problem can be
a complex act.

Thus, the task of deliberate memorizetion may involve complex
metacognitive
introspection whica can tax even college students' ingenuit/
(Brown & Smiley, 1977b)

but let us return to our embryonic expert, the preoperational
child.

What evidence

do we have that the child known anything about what he
knows concerning even
"simple" memory tasks?

One method of obtaiaing this information is to ask the child

how sure he is that his answers are correct, 1,e., obtain confidence
ratings.
4.

Confidence.

A feature of many memory paradigms is that it is pcssible to

ascertain how confident the subject is that his response is correct.

Thus, in con-

tinuous recognition memory paradigms one can consider the
hit rate (items correctly

recognized) in comparison to the false alarm rate (items incorrectly
recognized).
A conservative response bias refers to the case where the subject
has a very low
false. alarm ratet. if he designates an item as one seen before (old)
it was seen before.

Young children have a very conservative response bias (Brown & Campione,
1972;

Brawn' & Scott, 1971) suggesting that they reserve their identification of
old to

items they are sure they have seen before.

This is a very crude measure of confid(nce

and d' measures have typically been introduced to separate out retention-based Coml
ponents of recognition performance from criterion or decision-based components.

Using

a d' measure, Perlmutter and Myers (1974) and Berch (1975) also concluded that very
young children employ a conservative :espouse bias in recognition performance.

Al-

ternatively, it is possible to approach the problem directly and require the subject
to rate the confidence of his response of "old" or "new" with respect to
a specific
scale.

Berch and Evans (1973) used this procedure successfully with children as young

16
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as six years.

Although nine-year-olds were better then six-year-olds at gauging

the accuracy of their recognition performance wan younger zhildren were capable
of assessing the accuracy of their response to some extent.

The lower the child's

level of confidence in judging an item as old, the lower the probability that the item
actually was old.

The feeling-of-knowing experience in children will be considered fully in the
next section, however, one interesting factor concerning confidence ratings emerged
in a study bq Brown and Lawton (1977).

Educable retarded children, whether or not

they could predict their feeling of knowing prior to a recognition choice, were
.

able to assess the accuracy of their response after it had been made.

Accuracy of

recognition attributed to "sure" and "not sure" judgements are given in Table 1.

The

difference between categories is lower for the younger group but even here it is
reliable.

Insert Table 1 about here

This difference between predicting potential accuracy prior to performance, and
confidence in accuracy following performance, was also reported by Moynahan (1976).
Fii.it and third graders were given eight-item lists to learn.

Following recall

attempts they were asked to indicate how many items they had recalled..

A similar

study was conducted in our laboratory with educable retarded children.

All subjects

were almost errorless when estimating how many items they had recalled although
children of this age are unable to predict their span prior to recall attempts (Brown,
Campione, & Murphy, 1977).

In addition, the educable children in our study were

asked to indicate which specific items were recalled.

Again the children were
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virtually errorless nt the task cor!ctly identifying .95 of their recalled items.
Apparently, even young children can gauge accurately the success of their prior
recognition accuracy and recall performance.

They know when and what they know if

the situation is a rciattvely straightforward recognition' memory task.
B.

Prediction
The ability to accurately assess performance after-a response is made contrasts

sharply with the ability to predict accuracy prior to a retrieval attempt.

Moynahan

(1976) and Brown and Lawton (19)7) attribute the greater difficulty of prediction
to the degree of abstracridn involved.

Predicting in advance of responding requires

the ability to iragine cognitive acts that have not yet occurred.

There is consider-

able evidence that such acts of imagination are more difficult for the young child.
1.

The feeling of knovka.

Consider ,first the feeling-of-knowing experience.

As with the lack-of-knowledge inferenCe (Collins et al., 1975) it is necessary to
distinguish between the recognition that a gap in knowledge exists and the active
strategic attempts that might be instigated to fill "the gap that is intensely active"
(James, 1890).

This type cf activg attempt at retrieval has been considered in tip-

of-the-tongue experiments (Brown & McNeil, 1966; Yarmey, 1973).

For adults the tip-

of-the-tongue phenomenon consists of a " feeling of knowing" (Blake, 1973; Hart, 1967)

that sought-after information is known and merely awaits the appropriate accessing;
followed by active strategic attempts to ti:cilitate retrieval of the temporarily

inaccessible but putatively availablematerial (Tailing & Paarlstone, 1966).
Brown and Lawton 01977) &Inducted two s'udies on the feeling-of-knowing experience
in educable retarded children of varying levete of cognitive ability (MA 6-10).

The first study was similar to the ?predim used with adults.

1L

Children were
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pretrained to bet one to three tokens that they would recognize
a familiar picture
that they had failed to recall.

Because a large proportion of datz children re-

called accurately only the younger subjects could be examined for
feeling of
knowing.

In addition to a large drop-out rate due to accuracy, the data from
a

considerable number of the remaining children were suspect
as they appeared to use
the betting procedure inappropriately.

all the tests and were always correct.

These children wagered three items on almost
Subsequent interrogation revealed that they

deliberately "failed" to recall so that they could enjoy the excitement of
the betting
procedure.

Furthermore, several of them were unaware that if they recalled correctly

they were sure of three chips and would always get at least
as many if not more from
a correct recall.

It was their impression that if they bet three and won three

they had someko gained six.

The suspected data were not included in the subsequent

analysis, leaving only 13 MA 6 children and 14 MA 8 children of an original pool of
267 subjects.

Considering only the "acceptable" data the conditional probabilities of
a correct
recall given that the subject bet one, two, or three chips are presented in Figure 1.
Older children did recall more when they wagered more.

Younger children did not

Insert Figure 1 about here

appear to differentiate between a bet of one or two chips, but their probability
of correct recognition given a bet of three, P(C/3) was high, indicating some
feeling-of-knowing sensitivity in the younger children.

The problem experienced with the betting procedure and the high recall success
rate of the older children led to an unacceptable large drop-out rate and interpretae.on of these results must be tempered with caution.

For these reasons the first ex-

A

pertinent was replicated, using as measures of prediction something less attractive

than the betting procedure.

Three groups of educable retarded children, MA 6 (N

17),
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MA 8 (N = 15), and MA 10 (N = 27), were shown a pool of 100 pictures of famous characters, and asked to give the correct names.

Any picture a child could not name

was recorded and used in his feeling-of-knowing test.

On each feeling-of-knowing trial

the subject vliwed a character he had not named previously and was asked to indicate
whether he would recognize the name (yes response), would not recognize the name (no
response) or might recognize the name (maybe response).
read:

After this, four names were

the correct name, a totally impossible name and two names from the same category

as the target.

For example, if Richard Nixon were the target, the three distractors

would be John Kennedy, Abraham Lincoln and Ronnie McDonald.
The conditional probabilities of a correct response given that the subject predicted he would, P(C/yes), would not, P(C/no), or might, P(C/maybe), recognize the

name, are presented in Figure 1 together with the data from the first ewniment.

The

youngest group did not predict their subsequent ability to recognize the name, but
both the MA 8 and MA 10 groups did identify more items when they predicted, they would
be able to recognize them.-

Consideration of the data from both experiments indicates a developmental trend
in the ability to predict recognition accuracy when recall fails.

The point of con-

fusion lies in the estimation of the sensitivity of the youngest children.

In the

first experiment they did show some ability to predict their recognition accuracy
for they were reliably better on those trials where they bet three items.

In the se-

cond experiment however, the more representative sample of younger children did not
recognize more items when they predicted that they would recognize the names.

This

cross - experimental difference illustrates the problem with assessing a child's meta-

memorial ability within only one task, a more accurate picture of his capabilities
might be gleaned from considering his performance across a variety of tasks and situations (see Section IV. E.and V. A.).
2.

Span-estimation.

Another form of prediction which has receiv'd considerable

Attention is the ability of young children to estimate (predict) their own memory
capabilities.

Flavell, Friedrichs, and Hoyt (1970) asked children from, second and
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fourth grades; together with nursery and kindergarten children, to estimate
their

recall span.

From one to ten pictures -sere exposed incrementally and the child's

task was to indicate at each list length whether he could still recall a list that
large.

Mhereas only a few of the older children predicted they could recall all ten

pictures, over half the nursery and kindergarten children predicted in this manner.
If we take estimation of + 2 of the actual span as a measure of realistic estimation,
the group means mat this criterion at the second and fourth grade level but this
was
not true for the younger children.
Markman (1973) and Yussin and Levy (1975) replicated these findings as did Brown
et al. (1977) with educable retarded children.

All three studies included a training

component which we will consider later (section IV. F.).

Of interest here is a prob-

lem encountered in the Brown et al. study; instead of halting the proceedings when.the
subject indicated a list length was beyond his span, they continued to expose items
incrementally until all ten had been exposed.
in three groups of subjects:

This minor change in procedure resulted

those judged realistic (4. of span) and unrealistic as

in previous studies and a third group (32%) called inconsistent.

These children in-

dicatsd that a particular list length was too difficult for them but then proceeded to
estimate that at least one longer list was within their capacity.

Allowing subjects to

demonstrate inconsistent responding markedly changed the pattern of results obtained;
and there is no way of knowing how many "realistic" subjects in the previous studies
would have produced inconsistent patttrns of responses if given the opportunity.

For

example, SOX of the MA 6 inconiistent subjects in our study would have been judged
realistic if we had stopped at their first "too difficult" response, the procedure

used previously (Flavell et al., 197; Markman, 1973).

Of the total population, this

would have led to an estimation of 28% of MA 6 subjects'judged realistic, a figure not
unlike those found by Markman and Flavell et al. (.22 and .36 for kindergartners).
This finding illustrates a problem with accepting a young child's verbal responstas a
true estimate of his metamemorial capabilities, a difficulty we will also return to
later (section IV. E.).

2
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3.

Estimating task difficulty.

Several sources of information are available

concerning the young child's awareness of task difficulty.

We will consider first

the questionnaire data nrovided by Kreutzer, Leonard and Flavell (1975).

Kreutzer et

al. asked children many questions about the state of their knowledge concerning the
memory processes of themselves and others.

We used the same questions (slightly modi-

fied) with educable retarded children as a measure of the general effectiveness of
two wars of consistent training in metamemory tasks (experienced vs. naive subjects).
We will return to the training aspect later (section III. E.) but will include the retarded children's data here when Appropriate.

We selected three of the Kreutzer et al.

items as particularly good tests of the child's awareness of task diffif!ulty:
story-list problem, the

the

opposite-arbitrary item and the rote-paraphrase question.

The story-list problem was designed to test whether children had any knowledge
of the beneficial effects of embedding a series of to-be-remembered items within a
narrative context.

The data are presented in Table 2.

There was a marked developmental

Insert Table 2 about here

difference in the type of response given by normal children.

Only 50% of kindergarten

children realized the greater ease of the embedded condition but all third graciers
were aware of this fact.

In addition, 70% of the older children gave adequate justifi-

cation of their choice but only 15% of the younger ones did.

The opposite-arbitrary item is another example of predicting task difficulty.
Here children were asked to judge the relative difficulty of learning a list of words
consisting of randomly paired items or lists of pairs based on common associates
(opposites).

These data are presented in Table 3.

The younger normal children had

Insert Table 3 about here

difficulty predicting accurately but by third grade almost perfect prediction was

9',
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obtained.

Only half the MA 8 children could preditt accurately.

A-consideration of

justifications given for a choice further illustrates the younger child's difficulty
for only a few normal kindergartners, and MA 6 retardates, wild give a reasonable
justification.

The third question selected was the rote-paraphrase item.

Kreutzer et al.'s scor-

ing and tabulation of this item was extremely complex and we have selected only certain
salient features for inspection.

The children were asked questions concerning the ease

of learning a recorded story to see whether they understood the differential study and
recall requirements of gist vs. verbatim recall.
given in Table 4.

A summary of the main results is

A model child was observed asking the experimenter, whether or not

Insert Table 4 about here

recall was to be in her own words, or just like in the story.

All experimental subjects

were then asked the following questions - Question 1 was "Why do you think she asked
that question?"

The number of responses indicating awareness of the greater difficulty

of verbatim recall are shown in column 1 of Table 4.

her to know the answer?"

Question 2 was "Would it help

Yes responses are given in column 2.

Questions 3 and 4

basically required the child to indicate what he would do if told to learn word for
word or to acquire the gist.
in columns 3 and 4.

Any answers indicating appropriate activity are entered

In questions 5 and 6 the child was asked which would be easier,

gist or verbatim recall.

Answers indicating that recall in one's own words would be

easier are given in column 5 and adequate justifications in column 6.

The predictions

were somewhat more difficult than in the previous two items, however, the same trends
are apparent.

The majority of the children indicated that it would be easier to recall

in one's own words, however, the majority of younger normal and educable retarded
children could not justify their response, nor could they indicate appropriate study
activities for each recall demand.
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These questionnaire data indicate that children become more aware of task
difficulty as they mature.

Although normal eight-year-olds are quite sensitive to the

problems of task difficulty examined here, progress is aot so dramatic for educable
children.

Of interest is that both groups are easily misled in this game, for 60% of

normal six-year-olds and 55% of normal eight-year-olds believed colored pictures to be
easier to learn than black and white item.

This misconception was shared by the

educable chil07en, 70% of MA 6 and 55% of MA 8 children were similarly misled.
The efficiency with which children car. judge task difficulty obviously depends on
the type of task they must jduge.

In the questionnaire study almost all tae retarded

children realized that recognition was an easier task than recall, while almost no
child had any appreciation of retroactive interference.

Again this points to the inter-

action of awareness and the level of difficulty of the judgement to be made.
children are not simply aware or unaware of task difficulty.

Young

Some types of problems

are readily apparent to them while others are completely beyond their comprehenslon.

This effect of the complexity of the task judgement is revealed in empirical
studies as well as in the questionnaire data.

First, consider studies on estimating

the difficulty of lists of items to be rote learned.

Tenney (1975) asked kindergarten,

third and sixth graders to compose lists of words which would be easy for them to recall.

Organizational strategies were assessed by comparing lists designed for recall

with free association lists.

The younger children made up essentially the same lists

under -both conditions, but the older subjects tended to provide category organization.
.

As part of our longitudinal studies of metamemory in educable children, we repli-

cated the Tennstudy with MA 6 and MA 8 children together with children from regular
classes, matched for CA and MA with the educable sample.

As in the Tenney study

children produced units which contained four items, the key word and the subject-produced three words that they judged to be easy to recall with that key word.
of the types of structures built into the units are given in Table 5.

Details

The three classes
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Insert Table 5 about here

of organization that occurred often enough to score
were taxonomic category, thematic
category (i.e., grouping together objects around a theme:
and rhymes and sound-alikes.

baby, crib, rattle, diaper)

All other responses appeared to be random.

Within the

normal population the incidence of random responding decreased
with age as did sound
sponding, and there was a corresponding increase in categorizatior

Educable children

did not improve with increasing MA and also produced
many random units.
the high incidence of thematic responding.

re.,

Of interest is

Although Denney and Zilbrowski (1972) 'found

that young children clustered more by thematic than taxonomic category, Tenney (1975)

did not find significant4hplatic responding in any of her groups.

If we conslier the

proportion of all classified responses (omitting random responses) there
was a high incidence of thematic responding in all groups (normal subjects, CA 6 = .51, CA 8 = .26,
and CA 10 = .31, educable subjects, MA 6 = .36; MA 8 ..30).

The thematic responding

accounts for half of all categories used by the normal kindergarten children; ail
other
groups used this type of response for approximately one-third of the units that
are organized.

An ther measure, adapted from Tenney, which illustrates the child's understanding.
of the task, is whether the categories that are produced are broad or narrow.

A narrow

category is one in which the internal organization of the unit can serve as an additional retrieval cue.

For example, Monday, Saturday, Thursday, Tuesday, would be a taxonom-

ic broad response while Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday would be a taxonomic narrow
response.

Obviously, narrow responses (like 1, 2, 3, 4) are much better examples of an

easy list, and therefore, we looked at the proportion of categorical responses clavaifled as broad or narrow.
trend is apparent.

These data are given in Table 6.

Again the developmental

The number of narrow categories increases as the CA of the normal

Insert Table 6 about here
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children increases.

Educable children also show z slight improvement

but perform more like normal kindergarten children than
any other normal group.

This

developmental pattern is rendered clearer if one considers the proportion
of all re-

sponses that are narrow categories, the most s'.rategic form of responses.

For normal

children the range is .27, .75, and .80 for CA 6, 8, and 10; for
educable children it

is .21 and .33 for MA 6 and 8 respectively.

The large majority of normal ten-year-

olds "catch on" and give narrow categories as lists while this efficient
response type
is much less frequent in developmentally less mature individuals.

1

Other studies wNich have considered the child's estimation of task diffiellltr
have been those of Moynahan (1973) and Salatas and Flavell (1976) where children were
asked whether categorized or noncategorized lists would be easier to recall.

These

studies will be considered in a subsequent section concerned with the relationship between prefliction and performance (section IV. D.).

that a similar developmental trend was found.

Here it is sufficient to point out

Younger children had more difficulty

than older children but almost perfect prediction was shown by third grade.

Retarded

children perform like normal kindergarten children (Brown et al., 1977).
We would like f...o describe one further study in this section (Brown b Smiley,

1977a) because it illustrates that the developmental 0-rend in task prediction is apparent at a much later age ff more complex materials are used.

The procedure was based

onfa study by Johnson (1970) who devised an objective method for dividing prose pas,
sages into idea units.

After the passages had beer so divided, independent raters

judged the importance of the units to tie story theme.

Subsequently it was found that

recall scores of further independent oamples of college students were determined by
the rated importance of the units.

The Johnson procedure is particularly suitable for

use with children as it provides both a method of quantifying what is recalled from
prose passages and a measure of metacomprehension.

For not only is it possible to

ascertain whether children's recall is similar in pattern to adults; but it is also
possible to see whether the child has sufficient knowledge of text materials to

2t,
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determine what are the important units.
Students between 8 and 18 years were given folk ,tales to rate
or recall.

All

stories rated and recalled had previously been
rated for importance units by independent
groups of college students.

The procedure for 12- and 18-year-olds was similar to that

used by Johnson with adults.

The subjects were seen in groups and first listened to a

tape recording of the story as they simultaneously read tLe
oassage through.
stories were printed with
,t

The

one (previously ithatified) idea unit on each line.

After a

second reading the subjects were told that the individual units differed
in their importance to, the whole story and some of the less important units could be
eliminated

without destroying the main theme of the story.

They were instructed to eliminate N

units (approximately 1) which they judged to be the least important
by crossing them
through with a blue pencil.

They were :hen requested to eliminate the next N (10 by

crossing them with a green pencil.

Finally they were asked to remove a further N (1)-

items by crossing through with a red pencil, thus leaving a quarter of the original
units exposed.

This procedure resulted in four levels of judged importance with the

items eliminated first (the least important) given a rated importance
score of 1 and
those-left exposed at the 'nd (most important) given a score of 4.

The procedure for

young subjects was essentially the sane except they were seen individually and
received considerable pretraining in the rating procedure (for details
see Brown &
Smiley, 1977a).

The mean importance ratings of the four experimental groups were compared with
the previously acquired college.students' rated importance.
sented.in Table 7.

These data are pre -

A strong developmental trend was apparent with a gradual improve-

Insert Table 7 about here

ment in the sensitivity to degree oc rated importance emerging over the entire age
range studied.

Only 18-year-olds reliably ilstinguis'hed all four levels of importance,

for 12-year-olds did not differentiate the two intermediate levels of importance.

9

The
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^
greater range of mean scores across the four importance
levels shown by the 18-year-

olds also su ;gests that sensitivity to fine degrees of
importance continues to be re-

fined in the high school years.

Eight-year-olds made no distinction between levels of

importance in their ratings and oven DJ-year-old students
could only distinguish the

highest level of importance from all other levels.
,

Thus, there was considerable agree-

went between independent groups of college students and
even 12-year-olds concerning
the importance of constituent idea units of a text
passage but eight- and ten-year-old

subjects were unable to differentiate units in terms of their relative
importance to
the text.
All children recrille:1 passages as well
as rated them.

Thc, recall scores for

all ages were extremely sensitive to the importance level
of the units as rated by
adults.

These data are also presented in Table 7.

Although older subjects recalled

more than younger children, the general pattern of results was consistent
across the
age range of 8 to 18 years, the least important units were recalled less
frequently-than
all other units and the most important units were most often
recalled.

We have some

additional pilot data which suggest that this effect of structural
importance is also
found with much younger children.

A group of 37 nursery school children and 20 kinder-

gartners were also given the same stories to recall under a variety of conditions
which need not ccacern us here (Brown, 19i6a).

Although we had considerable difficulty

extracting satisfactory recall protocols, and the total number of units recalled was
small, we did find the same pattern of sensitivity to structural importance
as rated by
college students.

Considering the 32 protocols where at least 15% of the units were

recalled, the mean number of units recalled was .12, .08, .22, and .42 for the four
levels of structural importance.
and 4 were reliable.

The differences between levels 2 and 3 and levels 3

Again, there is some evidence that the least important units

(levels 1 ana 2) are seldom, if ever, recalled while the most important units dominate
recall attempts.

Our data are consistent with those reported by Yendovitskaya (1971)

and Christie and Schumacher (1975); even preschool children favor_the central theme
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when recounting stories and disreglrd minor nonessential details.
Thus, although children's recall does reflect an adult pattern in that important
units are recalled more readily than unimportant items, young children are unable to
predict in advance the importance of units of text material.

This suggests that the

same problems experienced by six-to eight-year-olds in predicting item difficulty in
list learning tasks would also be experienced by eight- to 12-year-olds in predicting
unit difficulty in learning from texts.

Children who have difficulty deter0.ning the

key points of a passage would hardly be expected to strategically select them for intensive study (Brown & Smiley, 1977b).
4.

Predicting the outcome of strategic activity.

examined the child's understanding of task difficulty.

In the previous section we

Here we are concerned with his

appreciation of strategic intervention in memory tasks, his own or that of another memorizer.

The Kreutzer et al. questionnaire contained an item that we judged a good

example of the child's ability to predict the outcome of strategy usage, the studytime item.

The children were given 20 colored pictures and told that two children had

already seen the pictures and been asked to learn them.
minutes; the other for one minute.

One child studied for five

The children were asked to predict which child re-

membered more and to justify their answer.

They were further asked to indicate how

long they personally would study, one or five minutes.
.retarded children are given in Table 8.

The data from both normal and

The majority of all children predicted that

Insert Table 8 about here

studying for five'-minutes would be a better strategy but younger normal children and
educable retarded children were less able to justify their choice.

In addition the

MA 6 children did not always indicate that they would study for five minutes themselves,
even if they indicated the longer time to be beneficial.

In a study currently underway in our laboratory, (Brown, Campione, Barclay, Lawton,
& Jones, work in progress) we are investigating the ability of normal and retarded
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children to appreciate the utility of strategy usage during study for free recall.
Children are asked to view a video tape of a 12-year-old child performing frur
different
study activities, while attempting to learn a 12-item list of pictures.
activities modelled are categorizing, rehearsing, labelling and looking.

The four

After the

child views the four activities he is asked to indicate which one will lead to better
performance.

The entire prediction procelure is repeated to obtain reliability scores.

Following the second prediction the child is himself given the same stack of pictures
and told to study them in any way he wish,:s in order to learn as many as possible.
The prediction data for those subjects showing a consistent,preference for an
activity are presented in Table 9.

Fourteen nomal nursery school children, 11 MA 6

Insert Table 9 about here

and 6 MA 8 educable children were not considered as they were inconsistent in
their
prediction.

Consider first the educable retarded children.

Both the MA 6 and MA 8

groups predict that the two appropriate strategies, categorization and rehearsal will
lead to better performance.
appropriate.

No child predicts that labelling or looking strategies are

The normal four-year-olds, however,

are relatively evenly (randomly) ii-

vided across all four activities in thAr predictions.

Whereas the MA 6 to 8 retard-

ates appreciate the value of an active strategy the young CA 4 children do not.

But

by third grade the majority of normal children predict that an active strategy is the
best activity to adopt for the purposes of remembering.
Although we will consider the relaticnship between performance and prediction in
a later section, the actual performance of children following the predictidn task will
be included here for closure.

The data were collapsed across the two "appropriate"

strategies, categorization and 'rehearsal. Of interest were the proportion of subjects

who predicted that an active strategy would he superior and those who adopted one of
those strategies themselves.

These data are presented in Table 10.

Although the
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Insert Table 10 about here

ability of the educable children to predict the superiority of active
strategies was
impressive, their actual performance way less so.

All educable children predicted

that categorization or rehearsal would lead to better performance,
yet, when faced with
the identical task and stimuli, immediately after viewing the
tape, only 282 actually

adopted one of the activities predicted to 6 superior.

In terms of actual performance

the educable children did not differ from normal preschool
or first-grade children.

Third graders tend to adopt the strategy they predict would be
superior, but even for
these children the relationship between prediction and performance
is not perfect.

We

are currently obtaining data from a fifth-grade sample.. Initial inspection of
these
data indicates that even the fifth grade child does not routinely adopt
the active
strategy that he predicts to be superior.
C.

Planning

The child's ability to plan ahead and hie knowledge about the efficiency of such
planning are part of his repository of metamemorial information.

This knowledge has

been examined both by questionnaire survey and in experimental situations.

We will

consider the questionnaire material first.
1.

Questionnaire data.

Several of the Kreutzer et al. items were addressed

directly to the question of planning ahead in memorization situations.

We have se-

lected two items as particularly appropriate, the immediate-delayed items, and the
study-plan item.

In the immediate-delayed item, children were asked whether, after

having been told their friend's phone number, they would prefer to phone right away
or get a drink of water first.
remember a phone number.

They were then asked what they did when they had to

A summary of the replies is given in Table 11.

Insert Table 11 about here

By third
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grade 95% of normal children indicated that they would phone
first-, or demonstrated

that they were aware of the problems entailed by waiting; only 40%
of kindergartners
showed similar awareness.
levels.

Educable children performed somewhere in between these two

Many children indicated that they would write down the phone number
if they

were required to remember it.

All of the third graders gave some evidence of planful-

ness but 40% of kindergartners did not.

Generally it appears that many of the edu-

cable children and the normal kindergartners could not indicate
a plan for remembering.

The study-plan item was designed to test the child's
awareness of strategies for
studying a list of categorized pictures.

In Table 12 the child's chosen activities

Insert Table 12 about here

have been divided into strategy responses and no strategy
responses.

If a child in-

dicated he would employ either categorization, association, rehearsal,
of external
storage, this was designated a strategy response.

A no strategy response was scored

if the subject indicated that he would look at, or randomly
rearrange the items or
would do nothing at all.

Normal children outperformed retardates.

Again, by third

grade almost all children indicated a planful behavior on this task.
2.

The differentiation hypothesis.

Planning for future recall can involve simple

behaviors that fall within the competency of the preschool child but such planning
can
also involve complex coordinated patterns of strategic activity.

Consider first a

simple form of planning within the confines of a typical memorization paradigm.

Can

the young child differentiate between situations where he must actively attempt to
e

*remember and those where memorization is net required?

Early studies concerned with

this differentiation hypothesis suggested that it was not until first grade that
children behaved differently when instructed to remember vs. just to look at pictures
(Appel, Cooper, McCarrell, Sims-Knight, Yussen,

& Flavell, 1972).

However, the task

used confounded the child's lack of knowledge of how to remembei in such situations
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with his awareness of memorization demands per se.

If the only measure cif active inter-

vention is some indication of a strategy, not yet in the child's repertoire, it is
difficult to imagine how one could expect the child to demonstrate awareness of the
meaning of instructions to'remember.

Although the child may be perfectly aware at the

difference between remembering and looking,

if he does not know how to rehearse, cate-

gorize, etc., in a study period he cannot be expected to outperform children not required to memorize.

Subsequent studies confirmed this diagnosis for when just looking longer was taken
as a measure of differentiation, children as young as four and a half behaved differently under remember instruction (Yussen, 1974).

However, even looking time measures are

sensitive to the complexity of the metamemorial judgement involved.

Rogoff, Newcombe,

and Kagz;n (1974) told 4-, 6-, and 8-year-old children that they would be tested for

recognition of a series of 40 pictures after a delay of a few minutes, one, or seven
days- Only eight -year -olds adjusted their inspection time according to the antici-

pated length of delay while the younger children did not exhibit this sign of planfulness.

If the task is sufficiently simple, however, evidence of planful behavior can be
seen in children as young as three years old.

Wellman, Ritter, and Flavell (1975) in-

vestigated a very simple memory situation which did not depend on the possession of
skills of rote-memorization as did the Appel et al. study.

Nursery-school children

watched an experimenter hide a toy under one of a series of identical cups.

Before

leaving the room for 45 seconds the experimenter told half the children to "wait here
with the toy" and the remaining children were told to "remember where the toy is."
Children asked to remember the location exhibited deliberate attempts to retain the
information, such as touching the correct box or making it distinctive in some way.
One delightful example of "visual rehearsal" was a little girl who sequentially pointed
to the cups and shook her head negatively to all non-baited cups and nodded affirmatively to the baited cup.

The remember group recalled the location better than the

ti '
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wait group; aote the children were three years old.
In situations which do not cequire rote recall but retention of spatial
location,

young children do have come concept of what it means to remember
(Acredolo, Pick &

Olsen, 1975).

Identifying the location of cbjects is a meaningful task even for

toddlers (auttenlocher, 1976), but rote recalling a 51st of items is not usually
a

common task encountered by the child before tne onset of formal schooling (Brown, 1975).
It is hardly surprising, therefo;-e,-that the child cannot benefit from instructions
to

remember when he lacks the prerequisite skill to set deliberate memorization routines
into motion.

This aeries of studies provides c cautionary example of the problem of

diagnosing lack of awaceness from one specific situation.

Whether or not a subject,

child or adult, will be attributed with metacognitive insights will be
determined by
the level of difficulty of the t.isk and the match bet'een the task demands and
the

subjects
3.

extant cognitive skills (Brown & DeLoache, 1977; Chi, 1977).
Study-time apportionment.

Faced with the common task of attempting to commit

to memory a set of material when time limitations or other restrictions impede
leisurely study, how do we plan our time for most efficient results?

The task can in-

volve very fine degrees of metamemorial judgement as any student can attest (Brown &
Smiley, 1977b).

A relatively simple experimental analogue was introduced by Masur,

McIntyre, and Flavell (1973),
subjects

First- and third -grade children, together with college

were given a multi-trial free-recall task.

On all trials but-the first the

subjects were allewed to select for further study only half of the total set of items.
Strategic behavior was thought to be selection of those items which had
been recalled.

:eviously not

Masur et al. found that both third grade and college students did se-

lect previously missed items ;lot extra study but thin was not true of first-grade

children who appeared to select randomly.

The authors concluded that "the strategy

of deliberately concentrating one's study activities on the less well mastered segments of materials to he learned, 311(c. ether elementary memory strategies (e.g., rote

rehearsal) cannot automatically, be assumed to De part of a young child's repertoire of
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learning techniques" (Masur et al., 1973, p. 237).
One interesting feature of the Masur et al. study was the relationship between
adoption of an identified "good" strategy and efficient learning.

Although the re-

lationship between strategy usage and performance was reasonably clear for the college
sample, the utility of the strategy was not so clear for third graders, and even less
clear for the youngest children.

Fist graders seem to benefit equally fro!, selecting

recalled items or fraM selecting missed items, the supposedly optimal strategy.

the third graders appear to gain wly slightly by selecting the missed items.

Even

One ex-

planation of this lack of relationship between strategic selection and good performance

liesin the demands of the study situation.

In order to perform efficiently the sub-

ject would need to (a) identify the missed items---Masur et al. have shown that this
is not a difficult task even for young' children, (b) select these itcms for

additional study, and (c) while studying the previously missed items, keep alive the
previously recalled items, presumably by rehearsal.
in (c).

We suspect that the problem lies

While the young child may recognize the missed items, and may even be aware

that he should select them for more intensive study, the strategy would only be
effective if he could also keep alive the nonselected. previously recalled items.
Without rehearsal, known to be difficult at first grade and less than optimal by third
grade, this third deland of the task would be impossible, thus mitigating any positi.re
effects of strategic selection.

Brown and Campione (1977a) attempted to replicate the Masur et al. study with
educable retarded children.

The main feature of the study was its training feature

where several strategies were examined.

Of interest here is the pretest data.

No

group of subjects showed above chance strategic selection of missed items; however,
when individual snbject's data were considered, approximately one-third of all
children selected previously missed items, however, this selection was not accompanied
by an improvement in recall accuracy.

Thus the pretest data essentially confirm the

pattern found with young normal children (Masur et al., 1973).

Li

The majority of
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educable children do not select strategically, and even those that do concentrate
on
previously missed item

do not benefit from this foresight.

Strrtegic study-time apportionment can involve tasks other than iote learning a
list of unrelated items.

Of particular inte--st educationally is learning from texts.

Although we are beginning to identify eifectiqc strategies used for comprehending and
remembering prose by adults (Anderson & biddle, 1975; 'erase, 1975) we know little
about the development of these aoilitles in children (Brown 1977b; Brown & Smiley,
1977b).

We know even'less apout the self-awareness needed for efficient control of

such comprehension strategie-.
3-

It is by no mans certain that spontaneous use of a

general class of mathe.ug,;.:c

(Rothkupf, 1972; Smiley, 1974) fur enhancing re-

call is a reliable feature of study behavior even in high school and college students
who have not been specifically trained in their use.

Yet it is a common educational

practice to instruct children to make outlines of study materials and concentrate on
the main events to the exclucion of nonessential material.

As we have seen, children

have difficulty isolating the main e,Yents of complex prose passages (Brown & Smiley,

1977a; 1977b; Smiley, Oakley. Woychen, Cr=pion.,& Lrown, 1977);

thus they would not

find such instructions overly info--ative (Brc,t. 1977b).
D.

Checking and Monitoring
In the sections rr prediction and planning we were particularly concerned with

the child's ability to consider certain trsk-relevant aspects prior to attempting to
solve a problem.

In this sPction we will look at the ability to check and monitor the

outcome of an attempt to lea ..a of :emember.

As in previous sections,many of our

examples come fro.n the problcm-solving literature as there are few examples of checking and monitoring in memory tasks

In co.Lsiderirg materia4 for inclusion here we were

again struck by the prevalence. of this "metacomitive problem" over a wide age range;
for it is not that young children are bad

(1 adults good at checking the adequacy of

io

their performance, but that inadeqvit,t checking will be manifested at any age if the
subject does not fully comprehend the nature of the task.

2u
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1.

Internal consistency.

One example or inadequate checking is the child's

apparent willingness to live with contradictory answers.

Examples of internal in-

consistency are numerous within the literature on Piagetian conservation
tasks and
it has been suggested that one measure of true conservation is the child's
awareness
that +the correct answer can be checked in many ways and that the
results of all such

checks must agree (Schaeffer, Eggleston, & Scott, 1974).

Yet young children are less

disturbed by their own contradictions than art. more mature problem solvers.
this exampl

Consider

-om one of our studies on sequence reconstruction (Brown, 1976b).

Children were asked to reconstruct a previously seen pictuve
sequence corresponding to
a narrhiive story.
,

They were required to select four pictures from a possible eight.

Four of the pictures had been part of the original story.

Two of the distractors were

obviously incorrect and the remaining two pictures were consistent with the
sequence
of events but had not actually occurred as pat of the original.

Of the preschool

children who could attempt tne task, 41% selected all six possible pictures and sequenced them correctly.
seen themselves.

A typical dialogue was as follows.

the story did you see?"
constructed story).
Experimenter:

They refused to *ndicate which of the six pictures they had

Subject:

E:cperimenter:

"Which pictures of

"These ones" (indicating the six items of their re"How many are there?"

"How many did you see?"

ones did you see--pick the four."

Experimenter:

Subject:

Subjec':

"Four."

Subject, counting:
Experimenter:

set all of them."

were not at all discomforted by their incompatible answers.

"Six."

"So which

These young children

By kindergarten, this

pattern of results had disappeared.

Although we have evidence that children as young as second grade do check their
answers for internal consistency, and, for example, will not accept meaningfully inconsistent sentences as part of the same story (Thieman & Brown, 1976) there are
certain situations where inconsistencies wilt be accepted.

Apparently school arith-

metic problems provide just such situations as the number of examples given by Holt
(1964) would confirm.

Consider the following examplp.

0

I.; 4

Two fifth graders were given
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the problem 256 + 327 and together with the teacher worked through each
step and
arrived at the correct answer of 583.

Then with this sum in clear view, the teacher

wrote the next problem 256 + 328 on the board and pointed out that in both
cases they

were adding something to 256: "instead of adding 327 we are going to add 328" hoping
that the children would recognize that the answer would need fo be one larger.
luck, the children laboriously worked the problem out from scratch.

No

The teacher wrote

a new problem and went through it step by ste:, until the children were satisfied it
was
correct.

Then, right beside it, he wrote exactly the
same problem.

The children again

worked through the problem from scratch and
came up with the wrong answer.
board now, side by side, were two problems and ,heir
answers, 245 + 179
245 + 179 a 524.

On the
424, and

The children were quite satisfied with these solutions, and
sure

both were correct, even though, on the basis of internal
consistency alone, they must
reject one solution.
2.

Reality testing.

Holt makes a strong case that children do not expect mathe-,

matics to "make sense" mid therefore it is not surprising
that they often fail to employ another valLable checking devise, reality testing,
or an "error-noticing, non-

sense-eliminating device."

Indeed, several of Holt's fifth graders were characterized

as pathologically deficient in this regard.

Holt describes one child as "emotionally

as well as intellectually incapable of checking her work, of comparing
her ideas against
reality, of making any kind of judgement about the value of
her thoughts" (Holt, 1964,
p.48).

That Holt's more striking examples come from elementary mathematics classes

might not surprise the college teacher of elementary statistics faced
with comparable
symbol-shock symptoms in apparently intelligent adults.

College students are by no

means free of prejudice against reality testing, negative probabilities or variances
are readily accepted as solutions if the student believes the formula
was followed
correctly!

If children do not realize that a subject, particularly mathematics, is
supposed

to make sense, checking answers en the basis of common sense must be ruled out.
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Consider the following fifth grader.

One boy, quite a good student, was working on the problem
"If you have 6 jugs, and you want to put 2/3 of a pint of lemonade
into each jug, how much lemonade will yeti need?" His ansulr was
18 pints.
I Ijiolt1 said "How much in each jug?" "Two-thirds of
a pint." I said, -"Is that more or less than a pint?" "Less."
I said, "How many jugs are there?" "Six." I said, "But that doesn't
make any sense." He shrugged his shoulders and said, "Well that's
the way the system worked out."
(Holt, 1964, p.181)
How does the general rotiln of reality testing apply to the realm of the
problem?

Although there are few examples of reality testing in the memory literature

this is not because the problem doers not e.r.ist but because it has pot been examined.

Yet the general notion of checking a procedure against common sense criteria is as
applicable to memory tasks as to any other form of problem solving.

When applying a

memorization strategy, is the child c%lable of evaluct-2.ng the appropriate nature of

the routine he is using by asking such questions as "Does it make sense to use (e.g., rehearsal)?"

"Does it pay off in terms of the type of recall needed?"

of effort required reasonable?"

"Is the !Mount

Studies concerned with the child's awareness of

memory routines, not as overlearned recipes for performing, but as valuable tools for
thinking, are badly needed.
3.

Blind rule following.

The next set of examples are also taken from the

literature dealing with mathematical problem solving in children.

In all cases the

materials used ere variants of those designed especially to provide a concrete means of

Checking solutions, operations, etc.

licit used cuisinaire materials, briefly these

consist of rods of one cm. wide and one cm. high that vary in length from 1 cm. to 10
cm.

Each size is of a consistent color.

All color-length correspondences are over-

learned by first grade children who later use the materials to aid them in mastering
increasingly complex operations---or do they?
Consider Edward, one of Holt's fifth graders who has learned a rule for counting.

Edward was given 15 10-cm. rods and i 4cm. rod and asked how many single units he
would need to make that many.

(The answer is l544)

:first he lined up the 10-cm. rods
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and put the 4-ca. rod cn the end.

Then be began to count the rows, recitinf, 10, 20,

30, etc. until he reached 100, where he proceeded to touch the remaining six rods, reciting 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 604--with 604 as his solution.

Asked to try again, he

realized that something must be wrong and the second time he proceeded correctly to

AO as before and then tegan reciting, 101, 102, 103, 104,L105, 109--with a solution
of 109.

Remember all 15 10-cm. rods are exactly the sane ;.eight and color and Edward

has been using them ;:or years.

Intervention was tried and the material was split into

two sections, the first containing 100 (the first 10 10-cm. rods) and the second containing 54 (the last five 10-cm. ..:ods and the 4-cm. rod).

correctly, with ro hesitation.

Now Edward could answer

The two sections were then pushed together in front of

him and Edward was asked the original que3ticn.
routine and again came up with 604.

He proceeded through the original

Edward is consistent at least.

Another training device was then introduced.

Edward was given 100 (10 10-cm. rods)

and asked how many there were, an over-learned task readily complied with.

Then

sapaTate white units (singles) were added, one at a time and Edward correctly counted
101, 102, 103, up to 109, as each unit was placed on top if the last.

However, when the

last unit was placed on top so that there were exactly 11 rows of 10 units, Edward replied 200.

What was Edward's problem?

He hi-' learned to change the unit of counting

when a turning point was reached, but not why or how to change.

He had certainly not

learned that the task was meant to mske sense.

The origins of this blips rule learning were easily seen in first graders beginning to use the rods.

Each child had learned the name and color of the rods from

one to ten and W38 beginning to use ese rods for computation; they could count to 100
and deal with concepts such as t,113 and units etc.

Although they could perform such

operations in set situations, Holt demonstrated that they did not understand the basic
Principles underlying the rods.

He asked first graders "If we started at the edge of

the desk, how far acrose would a row of 36 whites (ones) reach?"

One child immedi-

ately took out three orange rods (tens) and a brown rod (eight) and lined them up.
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All the remaining children tried to line up 38 separate white units, usually
losing
count several times in the process.

This is 4 fine example of the arbitrary use of

the labels for the child, who, while perfectly capable of rote learning that
the
orange rod is a ten, does not'grasp that it is in ,:very way equivalent to ten white
units.

"Six is just the name that the dark green rod happens to have, it
has nothing

to do with its size in relation to acme other rod" (Holt, 1964,
p. 131).
Resnick and Glaser (1976) also report a striking example of blind rule following.
Children from five to six years of age were taught to use blocks for finding the
area
of a rectangle.

Then they were asked to find the area of a parallelogram.

This is a

version of Wertheimer's ?arallelogram problem awl the correct solution is
to remove
the area to the left of a perpendicular, dropped from the top angle
to the base, and

move it over to the right site of the figure thus creating a rectangle.
Glaser found little evidence of such creative solutions.

Resnick and

Of more interest to this

section, they found quite dramatic examples of checking failures.

Many children tried

to apply the well-learned rule and attempted to superimpose the blocks onto the

parellelogram, ignoring the absence of right angles.
edges.

-Thus blocks were hanging over the

The children proceeded as if there were no difficulty at all (Resnick & Glaser,

1976).
4

Holt has argued that training children on rule,: or recipes for problem)solutions,
without at the same time making them aware of the rationale behind the rule, leads.
directly to blind ?roblem solving routines like Edward's.

A case could be made that

such an outcome could very well follow attempts to inculcate deliberate memorization
strategies.

It has been suggested (Brown, 1975) that there is a danger that facility

with a strategy of rote learning might blind the child to possibilities of higher
level interactions with the to-be-remembered material.

Fo-. example, if a child is

trained to rote rehearse series of dieits such aq 4 9 2 6 1 8, 9 1 7 3 4 2, he may

attempt to rehearse the set 2 3 4 5 6 7 embedded within such a series, failing to
realize that rehearsal is not needed for such a meaningful set.

The analogy here is to
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problem solving tasks such as the Luchins's water jar problem (Luchins,

1942) where

'facility with a successful complex solution, applied over a series of
problems, leads

the subject to adopt the complex rule even when a far simpler solution
could be used.
Thus, subjects trained to rote rehearse may also be less likely to notice and
use redundancies (Spitz, 1973) in digit sets (such as 425, 425) than subjects
not pretrained
in the rehearsal strategy.

We have some evidence of blind rule fol:owing in a memory task, but it
is indirect
and coming from the less mature children in a study of recall readiness (Brown
&
Barclay, 1976).

Educable retarded children were trained on a recall readiness task

similar to that introduced by Flavell et al. (1970).

On each trial the 'child was pre,

sented with a list of pictures (11/2 times his span) and required to continue
studying

the items until he was sure he can remember all of them in order.

One-third of the

children were trained to rehearse cumuiatively, one-third to anticipdte the next item
and the remainder served as a control group, instructed merely to label,
an activity
which does not require self-testing.
be considered later.

The success and limitations of the training will,

Of interest here is the behavior of the younger '(MA 6) children.

Training on a specific self-testing strategy was sufficient to leadto long-term improvement in their strategy production, children trained to rehearse continued to do
so, but this did not lead to a concomitant improvement in their ability to monitor.
Two weeks after training the younger children were rehearsing or anticipating as
traired, but this did not lead to perfect recall (or even near perfect retall),'the
measure of adequate monitoring of a mnemonic activity.

Our explanation for the out-

come is that the children were following the "blind-rule" procedure.

Told to rehearse,

they rehearsed, but the reason why such an activity would help them meet the recallreadiresr task demands was not apparent to them.
4.

Insight.

Insight, the oppoc3te of blind rule following, has traditionally

been a major concern for psychologirts interested in problem solving-and intervention
(Resnick & Glaser, 1976).

Evidence of insightful solutions 7.11 young children's
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problem solving is rather rare and, awkward as it may be for educationalists, such
solutibns often occur when children have nor been taught a rule.

Holt's examples of

fifth-grade arithmetic problem solving situations are largely negative.

There

appeared to be only three compelling examples of insight among them, the one first

grader who used the10 and 8 rods to measure her desk and the following examples:
Faced with the problem 2/4 + 3/5 one child immediately said that the answer must be
one or more.

"You need two more fifths to make 1, and 2/4 is more than 2/5 so the

answer is bigger than 1" (Holt, 1964, p. 114).

Similarly, another child realized

immediately that 11+ 1/3 - 3/4 was incorrect "No, 1/3 isn't the same as 1/4.
me (Holt) a second or two to see what she meant.

It took

Since ;5 + 1/4 = 3/4, 1.1 + 1/3 cannot

equal 3/4" (Holt, 1964. p. 113).

We know of only two exp2rimental illustrations of intelligent use of a memory
rule by children but this is also an area where little attention has focused.

In the

Brown and Barclay (1976) recall-readiness task just described, the older children (MA 8)
did show intelligent use of the trained strategy.

Taught to anticipate or rehearse

they not only maintained the trained strategy but their ability to judge their recall
readiness also improved dramatically.

These data are presented in Figure 2.

Note that

the older subjects in both the rehearsal and ..nticipation groups dramatically improved

Insert Figure 2 about here

their performance; an improvement which was maintained for at, least one year after
training.

This example provides some indirect evidence of intelligent rule use as the

children were not explicLly instructed in how to use the strategy to ensure that recall readiness was achieved.
routine was sufficient.

Merely training in a task-appropriate self - testing

The decision to continue using that activity until the task

demands had been met was entirely the child's responsibility.

A more direct example of intelligent strategy use has been provided by Butterfield
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and Belmont (1977) who were concerned primarily with
changes in the employment of a

strategy as a function of task difficulty.

That is, they were concerned with the

flexibility with which an initial choice of a
strategy could be made and the efficiency
with which individuals abaadoaed
at.l.att..0 when it was nk, longer necessary and subsequently reinstated it when its nse,again became
appropriate.

The basic procedure con-

sisted of presenting a number of different lists of
items for recall and observing the

amount of time required for selection of a stable rehearsal
strategy.

Then, without

warning, one list is re-presented for a number of
successive trials, at which time an
individual no longer needs to wrk actively on the item:'.

Finally, new lists are intro-

duced unannounced, and the individual must again
begin using his chosen strategy to
'deal with the information.

adults, take longer to:

Younger children, as compared with older children and

(a) select a strategy initially, (b) abandon it when
it is no

longer necessary, and (c) reinstate it when its use is again required.

The Butterfield and Belmont studies (1977) provide nice
examples of the increasing
intelligence and flexibility that adults come to
use when applying even a simple rote
learning skill.

As far as we know there Ore few such experimental
examples of in-

telligent strategy use in the literature;

most of the existing examples are anecdotal

accounts such as our report of college students' rapid
abandonment of inappropriate
strategies in a judgement of recency task (Brown. 1973a).

What is needed in this area

is systematic research concerned with when and where
children will apply a strategy,
and whether this is influenced by training.

In addition we know of no examples where

intelligent choice between two or more competing strangles
has been examined, surely
a more realistic analogue of real-life memorization
situations.

Another neglected research area is the creative modification
a subject might make
applying a well-learned strategy to a new task.

Although the difficulty in working

with such problems is appreicated, we are surprised at, the lacx of research
interest on
such topics.

et al. (1977).

One interesting avenue that could be profitable was suggested
by Bransford
Obtaining protocols from expert memorizers might shed
light on the
/44,1
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operations they employ in order to learn.

Such insights concerning efficient per-

formance could then be used to guide instructions of the less advanced memorizer.
E.

Training Studies

Although considerable ingenuity and effort has been expended in attempts to inculcate specific memory strategies in those who would not think to use them unaided,
the notion of training metamemorial a,arPness is a new departure.

With the exception

of a study by Markman (1973), all major training attempts directed.at the child's selfconsciousness as a memorizer have been conducted in our laboratory and have been directed at an educable retardeu population (IQ = 60-75).
ceding sections will be Lqare by now that these
coping with even simple tests of metamemory.

Anyone who has read the pre-

hildren have a great deal of difficulty

u e explanation of their relative pass-

ivity in memorization tasks could be that this is the direct result of their lack of
awareness concerning themselves 4s agents in the learning process.

Thus, some of the

main reasons for initiating the series of training studies was to see whether (a) metamemory could be improved In educable children,'(b) any improvement would be durable
and generalizable, and (c) any improvement would lead to a concomitant improvement in
the general use of strategies for remembering.

The general rationale for such training studies with slow learning children
follows from a controversy concerning the ttility of training specific mnemonics inorder to effect an

worthwhile or lasting 'Amprovement in memorization skills (Brown;

1974; Butterfield, Wambold, & Belmont, 1973).

The problem lies in the dubious suCcesd-

so far achieved by attempts to train common memory skills.

The general picture to

,

emerge is that educable mentelly retarded children readily respond to appropriate
training and evidence a varie-.y of trdincd mnemonic skills accompaniA by a satisfying
improvement in recall performance (Belmont & Butterfield, 1971; Borkowski & Wanschura,
1974; Brown, Campione, Bray, & Wilcox, 1973).

Furth:.rmore, it appears that following

well-designed and extensive training, maintenance of the effects of this experience
can be detected over a reasonable time period (Brown, Campione, & Murphy, 1974).
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Unfortunately, evidence for generalization to new situations is hard to find (Brown,
1974; Campione & Brown, 1974, 1977).

The problem of generalization is not a new one,

particularly in the context of training retarded individual3.

Both American and Soviet

psycholosista have suggested that one of the main difficulties in training
mildly retarded children is that they tend to acquire information which is "welded" to the form
in which it was acquired (Shif,'1969).

A spate of recent studies has provided impres -

sive experimental documentation concerning this problem of generalization
following

training (Brown & Campione, 1977b; Campione & Brown, 1977).
The lack of convincing evidence of broad generalization of a trained mnemonic
strategy indicatei a poor prognosis for obtaining educational benefits from such
exercises and has led some investigators (Brown, 1974; Butterfield et al., 1973; Butter-

field & Belmont, 1977) to advance the view that training efforts should be directed at
general determinants of performance rather than specific skills or strategies.

Rather

than training only one domain-specific heuristic, they suggest that it would be more
profitable to direct training attempts at the development of knowledge concerning
strategies in general.

If we are interested in effecting improvement in the child's

general performance on a variety of similar tasks, then we must consider both the
specific gains from training (strategy use) and the general benefits (improved knowledge concerning memory tasks).

To examine this point we have conducted a series of training studies concerned
with metamemorial knowledge in retarded children.

As is the case with any training

study, whether directed at specific strategies or knowledge concerning memory in
general, the effec,iveness of training must be considered against two criteria which we
have called maintenance and generalization (Brown, 1974; Campione & Brown, 1977).

As

a first index of successful training it is obviously desirable to show that that has

been trained can be detected after a reasonable time period has elapsed.

This is

particularly necessary as there is considerable evidence that the developmentally yuung
tend to abandon a trained behavior when no longer specifically instructed to continue
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(Brown 1974, Flavell, 1970).

The second, and more important, index of successful

training is that of generalization to new situations; for without evidence of breadth

of transfer the practical utility of any training program must be called into question
(Brown, 1974; Brown & Campione, 1977b; Brown & DeLoache, in press).
1.

Maintenance.

(a) Recall readiness.

In the initial training study conducted in our laboratory

(Brown & Barclay, 1976) recall-readiness estimations were examined, the main results
of this training procedure were described in the preceding section.
In brief, educable children were trained in one of two self-testing strategies, re-

bearsal-or anticipation, or were assigned to a control group instructed to label the
items, a procedure which does not require self-testing.

Following traininc four

posttests were given, a prompted posttest (one day after training) on which individuals

were instructed to continue the trained strategy, and three unprompted posttests given
one day, approximately two weeks, and approximately one year later.
are shown in Figure 2, which gives the percentage of correct recall.

The main results
As can be seen,

both the younger and older children in the Anticipation and Rehearsal groups performed
significantly better on the prompted posttest (posttest 1) than on the pretest.
Additionally, in the Anticipation and Rehearsal groups, 13 of 18 younger subjects recalled perfectly on at least one trial, compared with 0 of 18 on the pretest: the
corresponding figures for the older subjects are 24 of 25 an posttest 1 compared with
2 of 26 on the pretest.

Thus, training the useful self-testing strategies resulted

in both enhanced performance (percent recall data) and improved monitoring (data on
number of perfect recalls).

Note that the labelling group (control) did not show this

improvement.

The MA 6 and MA 8 groups differed considerably on the last three (unprompted) posttests.

For the younger group, performance on posttests 2, 3, and 4 was not significant-

ly different from the pretraining level, whereas for the older group, performance on
all posttests differed significantly from the pretraining level.

Thus, as in previous
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studies concerned with direct training of a strategy, training facilitated performance, with the effect being somewhat durable for the older children but transitory
for the younger ones.

The younger child's dependency on continual prompting was particularly well illustrated on the one-year follow -up tests, which consisted of four days of testing.

On

the two initial days, the children were gi7en unprompted posttests identical to the
previous unprompted tests.

These are the datc included in Figure 2.

On the third day,

the experimenter reverted to the prompting procedure, demonstrating and reminding the
child of his trained strategy and urging its continued use.
year follow-up was a further unprompted posttest.

The fourth day of the one-

These data are included in Table 13.

Note that both the younger and older children 'enefit from the prompting although the

Insert Table 13 about here

effect is less dramatic for the older children who were performing quite adequately
without the prompts.

Of main interest is the failure of the younger children to main-

tain their enhanced performance on the final nonprompted test.

Without continual

prompting, the younger children show little evidence of the effects of intensive training.

(b) Study-time apportionment.

In our next training study we considered strategic

study-time apportionment (Brown & Campione, 1977a).
has been discussed previously (section III. C.).

The pretest data from this study

During pretesting, on each trial but

the first, of a mdlti-trial free-recall procedure, educable retarded subjects were
allowed to select half (6/12) of the to-be-remembered items to see if they would
strategically select missed items for extra study.

Following pretesting, subjects were

divided into three groups for training where the experimenter selected study items for
the children.

For the first group of childrLn (standard strategy) the experimenter's

selection followed the strategy diagnosed as mature (Masur et al., 1973), that is, she
returned to the child those items he had missed on his prior free-recall attempt.
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Another type of systematic selection was adopted for the second group.

Here the ex-

perimenter returned to the subject the items he had recalled plus one new item (creeping strategy).

The rationale behind this was that if immature subjects cannot benefit

from additional study time on missed iter.s because they fail to keep previously re-

called items alive, then the utility of the standard strategy for them is dubious.

The

creeping strategy would enable them to add just one extra item per trial, while permitting them to continue to review the previously recalled items.
gradually creep up to a better level of performance.

Thus they would

The third group of subjects re-

ceived randomly selected items for review on each study trial.

Following training, the

children received posttests where they were again free (as on the pretest) to select
whichever items they wished for study, with the restriction that they must not choose
more than six.

Both the mean proportion correct and the standardized selection scores (for details
see Brown 3 Campione, 1977a), were considered on the pre- and posttests. Consider first
the recall scores.

The mean proportion correct recall on the pre- and posttests are

presented in Figure 3.

There appears to be no change between pre- and posttests as a

Insert Figure 3 about here

function of any training condition tor the younger subjects.

For older subjects the

proportion recalled by subjects forced to study missed items during training (standard
procedure) rises dramatically

. the posttest.

to change between pre- and posttest.

The other two conditions do not seem

Thus the only evidence for improvement on the

posttest occurred in the older children who were forced to study missed items in
training.

The mean standardized selection scores are presented in Figure 4, together

Insert Figure 4 about here

with the comparable scores from the pretest.

The same pattern appears here as was seen

A
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for the recall aeons.. Only the older children from
the Standard condition shone any

change between the pre- ane. posttests.

Was this failure to find a pretest - posttest difference in all
but one group a
failure of training or transfer?

To answx this question

data which are presented in Table 14.

must consider the training

Only recall data are available in training as the

experimenter selected the items for study.

Younger subjects improved reliably across

trials and trial blocks in the creeping condition and showed
very little improvement in
the other two conditions.

Older subjects improved reliably in the standard condition,

across both trials and trial blocks, and showed no im

ovement in the random condition.

Note, however, that there is some improvement across trials, although
not across trial
blocks, for older subjects in the creeping condition.

Evidence for improvement was

found then in both younger and older children in the training phase and
therefore the
lack of a posttest improvement in the younger children can be attributed to
a transfer
failure.

A summary of the training results would be that younger children benefit from
an
imposed creeping strategy but not from aa imposed standard (Masur et al., 1973)
strategy.

Older

aren benefit most fcom an imposes standard strategy and little

from the creeping strategy o: the random selection.

This pattern of results appears to

confirm that strategis, to be successful, must be compatible with the cognitive competency of the subjects.

Forcing subjects to study according to an adult strategy

(standard) only helps older chileren who can meet (to some extent) the demand
characteristic of that strategy.
(c) Span estimation.

At this point we decided that, at least for very immature

subjects, a good research strategy would be to concentrate on direct training of metamnemonic behavior rather than the irdirect approach adopted by Brown and Barclay (1976)
and Brown and Campione (1977a).

Another change of focus was a shift away from

monitoring of strategy utilization, the subject of both the Brown and Barclay and the
Butterfield and Belmont studies

Concurrently applying a task-relevant mnemonic and
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monitoring its success or failure appears to involve a complex coordination of introspection and overt behavior, a coordination which is late developing in both normal
and retarded populations.

In light of our prior failures we decided to consider a

simpler form of metamemorial awareness

the ability to estimate one's own span, which

seems to underlie any subsequent attempts to introduce and control specific strategies
(Brown, et al., 1977).

If a child is not aware of the extent of his memory limitation.

helcan scarcely be expected to introduce steps to remedy his shortcomings.
The span estimation task was also chosen because it has been the sL.bject of prior

training attempts, with somewhat contradictory results. Whereas Yussen and Levy (1975'
round preschool children remarkably impervious to feedback from a practice trial revealing their recall inadequacies, Markman (1973) found 62% of kindergarten children
responding to ten explicit training trials.

Both age and extent of explicit training

could be responsible for these differences.

As both explicit and extended training is

usually needed to effect an improvement in retardates' use of specific memory skills
(Butterfield & Belmont, 197 7;Campione & Brown, 1977; Rohwer, 1973), we decided to
provide extensive

explicit training on the metamemory task.

In short, we hoped to

provide an optimal training experience in order to assess whether such training could
lead to long-term improvement of the younger child's knowledge concerning his own
memory limitations.

Two groups of naive educable children (MA 6 and 8) were shown arrays of ten
pictures (exposed simultaneously) and asked to predict how many they would be able to
recall.

2

These predictions were then compared with their (subsequently determined)

actual recall.

Individuals whose estimates were within two items (+2) of their

actual recall were termed realistic estimators; those whose guesses were more than twc
items in error were termed unrealistic estimators.

Only 31% of the older children

and 21% of the younger ones could be classed as realistic, with the remainder overestimating their performance levels (most predicted they could recall all ten).
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All children were then given a series of ten training
trials on which they were

required to estimate their performance and then to
recall.

For half the participants

at each MA level, those in the feedback condition,
explicit feedback was provided, reminding them of their prediction and indicating
visually and orally the number of item's
they had actually recalled.

This feedback followed each estimation-recall
series.

The

remaining children predicted and recalled, but
no explicit feedback was provided.
After training was completed, three posttests
were given, the first, one day after

training, the second, two weeks after training, and
the third, approximately one year
after the original posttests.
The data of major interest are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

In Figure 5 the pro-

portion of realistic estimators are shown, separately
for the two MA levels or the pre-

Insert Figure 5 about here

test and on each of the subsequent posttests.

In general, the younger children showed

some improvement on the first posttest (one day after training),
but were back to baseline levels following two weeks.

For the older children, the initial improvement
was

more dramatic, and was better maintained over time.

Even one year later, the pro-

portion of realistic estimators (.56) was consie---ly
larger than it was prior to
training (.31).

In Figure 6, the data of only the originally unrealistic
estimators are considered;

Insert Figure 6 about here

further, the results are broken down in terms of both
MA level and the feedback variable.

Students classed as realistic initially remained so throughout
the experiment.
our training did not cause them to regress.

Luckily

Considering the first posttest of the

originally unrealistic children, 65% of the older individuals
became realistic independent of the feedback condition.

Of the younger trainees, 62% of those given
L;..
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feedback became realistic, whereas only 9% of those not given feedback improved to th
point of being realistic.

Looking at the data from posttest 2, the older individuals

remained unchanged; 602 were still realistic, and there was no effect of the feedback variable.

However, for the younger children, only 18% of those given feedback

remained realistic and no children in the no-feedback group could be classed as realistic.

Thus, considering only the first two posttests for the older children, traini

with or without explicit feedback, was sufficient to bring about realistic estimation
and the effect was durable.

The pattern obtained with the younger students contraste:

sharply; there was significant improvement on the first posttest only when explicit
feedback was provided during training; even in this case, the effects were not lastinr

as the proportion of realistic estimators drorpe!from .62 on posttest 1 to .18 or pos
test 2.

The effect of providing explicit feedback for the older children was noticed

only on the final posttest.

The proportion of realistic, estimators remained unchange

in the feedback condition, whereas for those not given feedback during training, only
20% remained realistic approximately one year after training.
(d)

Sucmary.

The results of these initial experiments indicate that mildly re-

tarded children have problems estimating their own performance, both prior, to end dur
ing the time they are performing on a task.

It also seems clear that, for the younger

children, information about their performance needs to be explicit before it will havt
any effect, and that continual prompting may be necessary to maintain performance.
Also, in all three experiments, a clear developmental trend was found regarding the
durability of training effects.

Whereas training had a relatively durable effect witi

the older children, the effects with the younger ones were extremely short-lived.
2.

Generalization

The limited success of our attempts to find maintenance of training had the effe&
of dampening our enthusiasm for tests of generalization.

However, as the older chil

dren in all studies did show adequate maintenance we did include specific tests of
generalization in the Brown, et al. (1977) study and we are currently looking at
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recall-readiness generalization in the older children (Brown & Campione,
1977b).

In

addition to tests of specific skill generalization, we have also considered
a more
general transfer phenomonon,that is, are there any differences
between the children who

have participated in several memory and metamemory training studies
and comparable
naive populations, either in terms of general improvement on each new task or on a
questionnaire investigation of general metamnemonic awareness?
Before continuing to describe our general and specific transfer data
we should

make clear what our criteria for generalization are.

Many studies, which have claimed

generalization we would regard as measuring maintenance, for they involved only
use of a new stimulus list on the generalization task.

We use new stimuli throughout

our studies and assume that continuing the r-ained activity on new lists to be a test
of maintenance.

Generalization tests involve not only new stimuli but some other

change as well, however minimal that change might be.

We will return to the question

of adequate criteria for generalization later (section IV. F.).
(a)

Specific generalization.

The only completed study where we included speciti,:.

tests of generalization of training'was the span-estimation training study of Brown,
at al. (1977). For pre-

estimation task wes used.

post, and training tests, a modified version of the spanThat is, on each trial the child was confronted with a

large card containing 10 small pictures and he was asked to estimate how many he would
recall. On the pre- and posttests the seriated task used by Flavell et al. was also
included.

Here the items were exposed incrementally (1, then 2, then 3, up to 10) and

on each exposure the child must indicate if he can recall a list length that large.
The proportion of realistic estimators on the serrated sets was low for both groups
and varied little as a function of time of test (.18, .18, .20, .15 for older subjects
on the pretest and three posttests, compared with .03, .07, .03, .05 for younger
children).

Even though there was an improvement, particularly among the older
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-children'as a result of training on the 10-item task, this improvement did not general-

ize to the.very similar seriated test.
An additional generalization test was given'on the day following the second posttest.

The subjects, were shown twenty 10-item cards each containing the numbers 1 to 10.

Ten-of the cards contained the numbers in numerical order starting with a number other,
than 14.the remaining cards contained the numbers in a randomized order.

The subjects

went through the 20 cards and indicated how many they would be-able to recall on each.
Next, actual recall was assessed oh_both types of materials.

Finally the cards were

_paired, one random and one organized and the subjects were asked which set would be
easier to recall and why.

Thus two-sets of cards were used, organized and disorganized

Predicting 10 items on an organized list (e.g., the numbers in serial order)

could be a

realistic estimate, while predicting this way would be unrealistic for the random
lists.

Forthis reason we considered the two list types separately.

The data from

random lists only are- presented_ta_Iable 15. .consider first the originally unrealistic
11111

Insert Table 15 about here

eliar
subjects.

Apparently there is no evidence of generalization following training on

the highly similar 10-item picture task.

The proportion of realistic subjects is low

for both young and old subjects and the number of children guessing 10 is very high.
Consider next theoxigin;-11y realistic subjects (collapsed across feedback conditions),
Here the picture is quite-different.

The mean difference scores (predicted vs. actual)

for both young and old subjects fall within the realistic range. (+2).

Approximately

two* -thirds of the originally realistic subjects are realistic on the number generalize-

tion tests and the number of 10 guessera.is low.
Turning to predictions on the organized lists, a similar pattern emerges.

The

proportion of subjects who accurately predict they will recall 9 or 10 items (e.g.,,
appreciate the.organization of the -lists) is .67 and .58 for the young and old
originally realistic subjects.

No originally unrealistic young child does this and

3.)
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only .26 of the older children predict 9-10 items.
Finally, the children were given ten forced-choice trials, where an organized
card was paired with a random card, and asked which would be easier' to recall.

The

number of subjects indicating that organized Sets of numbers would be easier to recall
than random sets (i.e., predictea organized> randomized on 8/10 trials) are included
in Table 16.

Ag.,in, approximately two-t.irds of the originally realistic subjects

Insert Table 16 about here

predict that the organized cards will be easier to recall while the trained realistic
do not seem to differ from the unrealistic subjects.

Thus, cur one systematic attempt to find generalization of specific training
;completed so far) was less than encouraging for there was little evidence of generalizati,..al as a function of training.

Those subjects originally realistic on the training

task did show transfer to all the generalization tasks, which suggest that the tasks
themselves were adequate tests of transfer for efficient subjects; however, the trained
realistic subjects were not so flexible.

It should be noted that the generalization

tasks were highly similar to the training task; in all,
estimate nne's own span for a 10-item list.

the basic requirement was to

The seriated method included the same type

of stimuli 'Alt the task format changed slightly.

In the number estimation problem the

task format (10- ..terns) was presr..rved but the stimulus type changed.

Both are very

minor changes and both have been suggested as excellent first steps to provide an optimal situation for generalization (Brown 1974; Campione & Brown, 1974).
found eve.: in the older subjects.

Yet none was

Maybe the dismal failure of this training program

lies in the fact that training took place on one task only and the information gained
was truly "welded" to that specific task ;Shif, 1169).

If this is true then the next

step must be to provide training to a variety of similar tasks, all requiring the
same strategy, and then look for generalization to new tasks which fall within the
same class as the training tasks.

A second reason for failure to find generalization
k.)%y
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is that no training or .7xplicit mention of generalization was given to the child
(see section IV. F.).

In any event, considerable time and effort will b2 needed in

the search for the elusive evidence of generalization of cognitive training in retarded children.
(b)

General transfer. Our initial attempt to inculcate generalization of train-

ing was not encouraging.

Our other indices that educable children do not show

generalization very readily stem from our comparison of experienced and naive subjects.
First, we have never found reliable differences between experience. and naive subjects
entering a new expt.riment (Brown & Barclay, 1976; Brown & Campione, 1977a; Brown et
al. 1977; Brown & Lawton, 1977).

Whatever the effects of training they certainly are

not sufficiently robust to contaminate our subject population for further studies; nor
to educate them!

In an attemPtIo-examine generalization systematically we used the Kreutzer et al.
(1975) questionnaire of general metamnemonic awareness.

This was administered to

four groups of children, all from the same school district:

MA 8 naive (N = 28),

MA 8 experienced'(4= 30), MA 6 naive (N = 21), and MA 6 experienced (N = 40).

The

experienced children had taken part in at least two metamemory training studies, and,
in some cases, other problem solving and memory experiments.
never served as experimental subjects to our knowledge.

The naive children had

The idea was to see if ex-

perienced subjects exhibited greater general awareness than did the naive children on
the wide ranging questionnaire items.

Some of these data have already been presented (see Tables 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, and 12
and the observant reader will have noted the dramatic lack of an effect due to experience.

No consistent patterns emerged.

Experienced subjects did not show more

awareness than naive children even on those subtests which were relevant to specific
training they had received, i.e., children trained to rehearse did not indicate that
rehearsal would be a reasonable activity to employ, or would result in better performance.

There was some slight evidence that experienced children were more able to
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give adequate explanations of their responses but they also produced
more explanations
and this was thought to be the result of their greater familiarity
and ease in talking

to the experimenter who conducted all prior studies with the population.

The only re-

liable difference to emerge in the entire study occurred on the initial
item where the

children were aiked whether they were good at remembering; many
more of the experienced
subjects believed that they were not (MA 6, naive 'a .24, experienced
naive

.46, experienced

was to alert

.64).

.46; MA 8,

Thus the only tangible effect of two years training

children to their own memory deficiencies, but not to possible methods

of overcoming them, a less positive outcome that we would have wished.
IV.

Metamemory:

New Thoughts and Old Problems

When the original studies of metamemory in children first appeared, the general
response was one of excitement; here was surely a more intelligent way of studying
memory development:

The appearance of such studies reflected an apparent shift of

emphasis away from a concentration on the child's rote-learning skills toward
a consideration of the child as an active agent in knowing, furthermore, an active agent influenced by a variety of hitherto unconsidered forcea.

The development IA memorization

skills and knowledge concerning memory began to be considered, not as separate
phenomena,
but as integral parts of the cognitive development of the child seen in cultural
context.

Although we would argue that this shift in emphasis was an exciting and fruitful

development, we have some hesitations concerning the direcion the field appears to be
taking.

Now that the study of metamemory development is over five years old, it seems

reasonable to stress these reservations and consider problems that seem common to the
area.

We would like to point out that many of the criticisms apply to our own work at

least as much, if not more, than to any other research.
A.

Beyond Demonstration Studies
The history of developmental research into aspects of memory is relatively short

and such endeavors did not become part of the mainstream of research with children until
the sixties.

During this decade, and on into the seventies, we witnessed an upsurge of

so'
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interest centered around the young child's ability to use active strategies of learning.

The majority of these studies concerned rote-learning skills, particularly those

of rehearsal and categorization, used to ensure reproductive recall of isolated lists
of materials (Brown, 1975).

Interest in this topic resulted in literally hundreds of

studies showing that the developmentally young were (a) deficient in the use of such
skills, (b) could readily be trained to use strategies, and (c) tended to abandon the
trained skills unless explicitly prompted to continue.
Iv

.e late sixties and early seventies, the first batch of metamemory studies

appeared.

These also focused primarily on the child's knowledge concerning basic rote-

learning skills, in fact the same two, categorization and rehearsal.

Here too,

history is beginning to repeat itself, for we are seeing an increasing number of
demonstration studies showing that the same population that war deficient in the use
of basic mnemonics is also less than well-informed concerning the utility of such
strategies.

We anticipate, pessimistically, a similar spate of spin-off demonstration

studies over the next few years aimed at making this point crystal clear.

We have

contributed to this proliferation in the past, and will probably continue to do so in
the future.

Although demonstration studies add to our growing knowledge of the memory deficiencies of immature thinkers, and the initial studies in this area must be regarded
as extremely important contributions to that knowledge, the value of a proliferation
of such demonstrations must be doubted.

Do we really need many more studies showing

that young children do not often think about thinking, remember much about remembering_
or have not learned much about learning?

What is needed is the development of a

theory which would enable us to direct empirical research intelligently, to confine
our demonstration studies to areas ::here they are still needed and to enable us to

advance forward, rather than sideways in our attempt to understand the development of
thinking.

We realize that the development of such a theory is not something that can

be accomplished overnight.

Developmental theories in general suffer from several
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characteristic faults, e.g., they are so general that there is no means of refuting
them or so specific that their range of generality is limited; they concentrate on
developmental issues to the virtual exclusion of the processes that are the subject of

the development or they concentrate 'n process and ignore the thorny problem of development.

The call for theory is not a minor one.

On a more practical plain, isolated demonstration studies can be discouraged in
favor of more in-depth and detailed analyses of the particular paradigms employed.
Again we would not like to encourage a spate of research on paradigms, the literature
is too full of examples of questions being lost in favor of detailed analyses of the
tasks employed.

However, a middle ground __es seem to be needed.

For example, there

are only two metamemory paradigms which have been investigat-ed more than once, recall-

readiness and span-estimatio, two of the initial tasks introduced by Flavell et al.
(1970).

Both were found to have interesting procedural flaws leading to an over-

estimation of the child's metacognitive skills.

Increasing thelist length beyond

span drastically limits performance on the recall-readiness task (Brown & Barclay,
1976; Markman, 1973).

On the span-estimation task the procedure of stopping at the

child's first indication that his capacity was overreached may also have produced an
over-optimistic picture of metamemory in young children (Brown, et al., 1977).

Un-

critical acceptance or an isolated demonstration study, without a firm understanding
of the task demanis, can be a dangerous pasttime.
B.

Metamemory or Meta Rote Learning?
Not only have studies in metamemory been largely restricted to isolated demon-

stration studies but they have concentrated almost exclusively on the child's knowledge and control of a few simple rote-learning skills.

A notable exception to this

statement must be Flavell's interest in realistic search behavior both internal and

external (Drozdal & Flavell, 1975; Flavell, 19760.

It is currently fashionable to

deplore the undue concentration on skills of rote learning for reproductive recall,
particularly of meaningless, isolated lists of materials (Brown, 1975; Jenkins, 1973),

uU
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but this criticism is rarely raised in conjunction with the metamemory literature.
Yet a child's knowledge of his ability to rote learn laboratory materials is not the
only form of metamemory.

Indeed one could argue that the utility of such knowledge

would have a limited range of applicability (Brown, 1975, 1977b).

For much of what we

must learn requires gist recall of connected discourse, where common mnemonic techniques
used to ensure rote recall of word lists may be no longer serve a useful function.
If demonstration studies of metamemory are to proliferate, they may concentrate
more fruitfully on areas where we lack even basic information.

For example, exami-

nations are needed of the child's knowledge of his ability to retain the essential
ideas of a written or spoken communication, to understand instructions, to distinguish
between situations where recall must he reproductive or reconstructive and between
situations where deliberate memorization is needed or not needed, or on any of a host
of other intelligent activities that are involved in remembering (See section IV. F.
and V. D.).

One reason why we have limited information concerning such metamemory in children,
or adults for that matter, is because we know little about the way mature thinkers
solve such problems.

Knowing a fair amount about rehearsal and taxonomic organization

we can safely ask, does the child know too?

Knowing little, or nothing, about more

complex memorization skills, it-is hard to define what the child should know.

Collins

et al. (1975) have provided glimpses of Ole rich repertoire of cognitive pyrotechnics
graduate students can bring to his Socratic dialogue game.

What is needed is a

similar set of protocols from coherent adults and bright children faced with a variety
of memory situations (Brown, 1977b).

A good starting point would be study skills, for

every student is required to attempt them, every student must be aware of the strengths
and limitations of certain activities, and some students may be aware of such niceties
as the match-mismatch of certain activities and the end goal (Brown & Smiley 1977b).
Knowing more about such awareness in adults we may be in a better position to assess
what it is that the less mature learner does not know, needs to know, and possibly,
could be trained to know.

C.

Developmental Trends
The restriction of attention to the child's knowledge concerning (a)
basic rote-

learning strategies, (b) the distinctions between memorization and perceiving,
and (c)
his less than perfect capacity for rote remembering, has led to the impression
that
metamemorial development is rapid and functionally complete by third grade.

This is

not to say that anyone believes that development is complete by this time and it is
encouraging that there is a consistency in the age at which children acquire
knowledge
of the particular subset of skills that have been studied.

In the Kreutzer et al.

(1975) questionnaire study there is impressive evidence of a ceiling in performance at

around third grade for the majority of problems set.

In addition most of the empirical

studies indicated that third grade or before is the point at which awareness is
attained by the majority of children.

Thus both recall readiness and span estimation

improve little after second grade (Flavell et al., 1970; but note objections cited
above).

On the study-time apportionment task there is improvement between first and

third grade, but third graders behave very much like college students (Masur et al.,
1973).

Moynahan (1973) found little difference between third and fifth graders in

predicting task difficulty for categorized and uncategorized lists.

Indeed, if one

were to excli'de the youngest group in many of the existing metamemory studies (e.g.,

the kindergarten or first grade sample) one would be left with no reliable develop-

mental differences!

The pattern seems fairly consistent across tasks; by third grade

children know a fair amrant about rote memorization of lists.
When the task is more complex, however, as in judging the difficulty of prose

passages or the importance of various aspects of texts (Brown & Smiley, 1977a, 1977b),
a much later age would be suggested for efficiency.

Throughout the review of the

literature we have attempted to illustrate the importance of the effects of task
difficulty.

Whether or not children will be judged aware or unaware or will be

attributed with metacognitive insights, depends on the level of difficulty of the task
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and the match between the task demands and the child's existing cognitive skills
(Brown 1975; Brown and DeLoache, in press).

A child who knows a great deal about

organization when the basis of that organization is taxonomic categorization may know
little or nothing concerning organizational principles underlying text materials.

Two other points concerning developmental trends will be treated more fully
later and will be mentioned only briefly here.

First, Kreutzer et al. raised an im-

portant issue when they suggested that the knowledge a middle school child may have
about certain facets of memorization may have little to do with how he will perform
on such tasks.

For example Danner (1974) pointed out that knowledge concerning im-

portant organizational features of texts considerably precedes the ability to select
suitable cues for retrieval purposes.

Similarly, knowing that an active strategy will

aid recall does not necessarily mean that a child will elect to use that strategy him,

self (Brown, et al., cork in cro7-ress),Later development may be characterized by an
increasing, coordinaticn between what one knows about memory and what one does about
memorizing.

We will return to this in the section concerned with predictions and per-

formance.

Second, research to date on the development of metamemory has been characterized
by an emphasis on the early signs of cognitive self-knowledge and the emergence of
primitive precursors of metamemory.

This is reflected in the push to find evidence of

metacognition at as young an age as possible, and in good hands, this has resulted in
some exciting and ingenious work (Wellman, Ritter & Flavell, 1975; Wellman in press).

Such work is encouraged and will continue to be encouraged by the pervasive influence
of "anti-structuralism" (Belmont & Butterfield, 1)77) in American developmental psychology.

In an effort to prove that, contrary to (a misinterpretation of) Piaget,

preschool children can perform rationally and, contrary to (a misinterpretation of)
mediational learning theories, preschool children can think, demonstrating evidence of
such intelligence in preschool children has become an end in itself.

Thus the "game"

for many neo-Piagetians is to show evidence of concrete operations at a younger and

C
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younger age.

However, there is lass emphasis on attempts to define the'limits of

this early awareness by employing stringent criteria of
mature comprehension.

The

child's reaponso(s) are talon at face value as indicative
of intelligent understanding

of the concept studied, before a realistic appraisal
is made of th
that understanding (Brown, 1976a).

robust nature of

The same approach dominates the emergent meta-

memory literature and, therefore, more emphasis on the "testing of the
upper limits
approach" should be made, as the "how young can they do it" school
is fairly represented.
D.

Predictions and Performance
One of the most persuasive arguments in favor of studying metamemory
development

is that there must be a close tie between what one knows concerning
memory and how one
goes about memorizing.

If it can be shown that the child does not appreciate the

utility of rehearsing a telephone number, the fact that he does
not choose to rehearse
would not be surprising.

Similarly, if the child could ie made aware of the importance

of strategic intervention, then he would supposedly choose
tr behave strategically.
Evidence for this close correspondence is notably lacking.

Admittedly, there have

been few attempts to study this tie between memory and metamemory
systematically.

What

evidence we have comes largely from post hoc examinations from studies which
were never
intended to address the question.

But there is some direct observations of the match

between prediction and performance, and these have so far provided less than
impressive
support for a close tie.

Consider first the limited data we have.

Salatas and Flavell (1976) and Moynahan

(1973) examined knowledg^ concerning categorization and recall.
direct link.

Both failed to find a

Moynahan found that awareness of the effects of categorization was not

related to actual performance on categorized vs. uncategorized lists.

Similarly,

Salatas and Flavell (1976) found that first graders who had not categorized were as

likely as those who had categorized to indicate that categorization would aid recall.
A complete separation between prediction and performance, however, was not suggested
by ei.%er study.

Salatas and Flavell did find that children instructed to remember

gave more correct answers on metamemory questions and Moynahan !1973) found better
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responses to metamemory questions after, rather than before, active attempts at
remembering.

Experience with remembering does have _ome affect on metamemorial

awareness but not the direct influence that one would like.
The absence of a direct lint. between predictions and performance was well

documented in young normal and educable retarded children (Brown et al., work in
progress, see section III. B. 4.).

Asked to predict which modelled activity would

result in superior recall, all the MA 6 and MA 8 children indicated the superiority
of an active strategy (in contrast to preschool and first grade normal children who
were not so sensitive).

Given the exact task to perform themselves,

immediately after

viewing the model, only a minority actually performed the efficient strategy themselves
(see Table 10).

By third grade the majority of children elected to perform the strateg

they had predicted to be most efficient, but even for these older children, the
relationship was less than perfect.
also show this :attern.

Items from the Kreutzer et al. questionnaire

Children who predicted that studying longer or more actively

will lead to better recall do not necessarily say that they would act this way themselves.

Flavell and Wellman (1977) point out that these are many reasons why the ..deal
rela,..ion of metamemory and memory may not be found.

Suppose a person judges that categorized stimuli are easier to recall
than noncategorized ones. Would he inevitably use categorization as a
storage strategy, given obviously categorizable stimuli? Not at all. He
may know about categorization but think that something else might be better
yet
in this situation. He may think the list easy enough to use simple
inspection for storage. He may have enough knowledge to judge that categorization would be a good strategy, if asked about it, but not enough to
think to utilize such a strategy on his own. Lastly, there are undoubted
gaps between metamemory and memory behavior attributable to Orienal Sin.
Moral action does not always accord with moral beliefs, and similarly, we
do not always try to retrieve information or prepare for future retrieval
in what we believe to be the most effective ways.
(Flavell & Wellman,
1977, pp.
Like Flavell and Wellman (1977) we believe that there should be "a development
of metamemory judgment, of memory behavior and a developing coordination between the
two."

Yet we know of little evidence to support this statement.

C.

All the actual data
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cited above were gathered from children with MAs of eight years or below.
relation of metamemory and memory is weak.

Here the

In our modelling study (Brown et al.

work in progress) we did know an increase in older children in the desired correspondence but further investigations of the development between growing metamemory awarl
ness and improvement in actual memorization behavior are still needed.

To reiterate another point made by Eleven and Wellman the "causal chain may b..!
more clearly and exclusively metamemory-* memory behavior later in development."

how does this development progress?

Yet

Does the dawning awareness of metamemory precede

improved efficiency of memory behavior kmetamenory+ memory behavior)?

Does increasing

experience with memorization lead to metamemcrie1 awakening (memory behavior +metamemory)?

Or is the process a complex cross fertilization of the two (memory behavior

metamemory)?

Everything we know about cognitive development would point to the

third alternative for one can scarcely expect the child to become enlightened with
metamemorial knowledge by divine intervention, prior to repeated experience with a
variety of memorization tasks.

The coordination of knowledge and actions concerning

memory may be the essence of development after the early school years.

Investigations

of the hypothesized increased coordinations have barely begun.
Of both theoretical and practical importance is the nature of the experiences
which would effect such cognitive grewtn.

Flavell and Wellman (1977) suggest that

general experience with school ar.d school tasks would provide the impetus for this de-

velopment but the lack of sophistication of high school children at assessing their
own capacity would suggest that such indirect influen:es might not be too efficient
(Brcwn 1977b, Brown &

1977a, 1977b).

Indeed, it may be the case that such

general improvements in ijtelligent understanding cannot be taught explicitly.

Yet,

for those interested iii instructional psychology, the field is wide open to attempts

to identify essential experience which might effect improvement.

This is particularly

important if one is interested in the slow-learning child who .ay never acquire such
insights unless explicitly directed.
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E.

Measurement and Criteria of Awareness
As the study of metacognition is in its infancy, it is not surprising that re-

fined measures for assessing metamemorial awareness have yet to be developed.

Eut

there are examples of the growing pains experienced in other related fields and it is
economical to attempt to benefit from others' mistakes.

We know from related areas of

cognitive development of the problems associated with accepting a child's verbal responses as an index of what he knows.

What a child says he has done, or will do, is

not necessarily related to, what he does.

Reliance on verbal responses and lustifi-

cations is a risky venture when the advocate is a child.

As the majority of hard

(soft) data in the metamemory area consist of just such verbal self-reports, the
problem of the criteria for evaluation of data is a crucial issue.
The problem of measuring metamemorial judgements is a sensitive one for we are
concerned not with what the child is doing, but with what he thinks he is doing,sand
why.

A direct method of inquiring into what a child knows is to ask him.

amples of the problems of this approach may prove illustrative.

Some ex-

One experimenter

responsible for running the modelling study (Brown et al. work in progress) asked her
seven-year-old son how he would study the pictures (after he had seen the video-tapes).
He replied, without hesitation, that he would look at ahem; he always did that if he
had to remember.

Given the list, he carefully put all the pictures into taxonomic

categories, spatially separated the categories and proceeded to scan them systematically.

Asked what he had done to remember, he replied that he just looked at the

pictures just like he said he would.

Less anecdotal examples of the pitfalls of taking a verbal response at face
value have been reported throughout the literature review.

Perhaps, the most

illustrative is the difference in span estimation obtained by drown, et al. (1977)
when the index of awareness was the child's first indication that his capacity was
overreached,

or when the child was allowed to continue estimating up to the maximum

list length of 10 items.

Many of the children who would have been judged realistic

c
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if we had stopped at the first response were quite happy to assert that a list of five
was too difficult while one of six was not, to clair. that seven was too many but eight
was O.K.

Whatever this tells us about the child's metamemory, it certainly tells us

to beware of accepting a single verbal response as a measure of awareness.
Kre'itzer et al. attempted to overcome this problem by .equiring multiple responses

to their test qu.stionnaire, including a'equate justification.

The match between

single yes/no answers indicating awareness, and adequata justification increased dramatically with age.

Would demandirg adequate justifica'Aons solve the problem?

Kuhn

(1974) hac considerci this problev in the context of Pisgetlan conservation studies.
Apparently there is more than one school of thought.

Brainerd (1973) believes that

justifications are inappropriate for evalLating the child's understanding of a problem,
for operativity is supposed to preceJa tha ability to express such knowledge linguistically.

The risk of Type II errors is a problem as many children may well possess the

requisite cognitive skills but fail to express them adequately.

Brainerd (1973) advo-

cates the use of yes/no, same different responses, but as Kuhn points out, any
dichotomous choice method is sensitive to response bias effects, known to be developmentally sensitive (Broom & Campione, 1'472).

The U.lemma is that demanding justifi-

cation of responses entails the possibility of Type II errors 'Jut replying on

dichotomous responses risks the possibility of Type I errors.
use of converging operations.

Kuhn's solution is the

As rich a variety of responses as possible should be

elicited and the degree of awareness judged against the total picture revealed.
As the responses that make up the majority of metamemory data are also

dichotomous decisions or justifications, the same solution seems worthy of investigation in this area.

Many different mer_sures of awareness should be obtained, and

at the very least, one should avoid accepting a single response as the only measure
of the child's knowledge (Crown, et al., 1977).

There is also an obvious need to

consider the problem of reliability of the measures obtained.
In the strategy-choice modelling task (Brown et al. work in progress) .23, .44,
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and .28 of normal four-year-olds, MA 6 and MA 6 retardates respectively, were in-

consistent in their choice of a preferred strategy when multiple measures
were e=ployer'
th( necessity of obtaining reliability data is clear.
(1977) found that children,

Note that Brown and Lawton

sensitive to their own feelings of kncwing in one situation

did not necessarily show the same'sensitivity in a variant of that task.

.Albeit there

were severe selection problems in those studies, but it further cautionary tales are
needed, note the "dishonesty," or "creative flexibility" depending on your viewpoint,
of the children who deliberately failed a recall test so that they could play the

popular feeling-of-knowing betting game.

Of course they had a reliable feeling

of

knowing concerning future recognition accuracy for items they could perfectly well
have recalled.

Thus we agree with Belmont and Butterfield (1977) chat measurement is a crucial
problem in this area, and we would argue in favor of convergent operations (see
section V) in the quest for quantifying ani qualifying the degree of awareness
children have of their own mental operations.
F.

Training and Transfer
Another powerful motivation for the current interest in metamemory, certainly the

reason for our own interest in the area, stems from the controversy concerning the
limited success of attempts to train specific mnemonic strategies in those who do not
think this way.

The argument is simple, if young children are totally unaware of the

utility of mnemonic aids, why should they benefit from instruction?

If trained to re-

Hearse, they will rehearse, especially if the situation remains unchanged and they receive continual reminders.

But why should they then he expected to use their new

skills insightfully if the reason for the activity was never made clear?

This leads us to the interesting question concerning which aspects of performance
one should attempt to train. .:!eliberate skills

these skills.

relenberin; nr the executive c_ntrolof

Butterfield and Belmont (1977) raised this issue by contrasting what

they believed to be different positions taken by Brown (1974) and Butterfield, Wambold,
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and Belmont (1973).

They characterized our position as one of opting for the training

of individual strategies for the solution of specific tasks in the hope that the
executive function would emerge as a result of mastery of a suitable subset of skills.
In contrast, their preference was to focus on the executive function itself.

Although

this appears to be a difference of opinion, the importance of the distinction fades
when one considers

practical steps necessary to instigate a training program; for it

is difficult to imagine how to train the executive control of strategies in the absence
of a set of strategies to control.

Thus, while it is feasible to attempt to inculcate

planfulness by suggesting that the child "plan ahead," "be economic with cognitive
effort," "use only the correct plan and then only as long as needed," etc., practically,
it seems that one must proceed by initially training some memorization skills before
attempting to induce the monitoring and control of these strategic behaviors.

Butter-

field and Belmont, in essence, agree with this position and, therefore, the difference
of opinion is an artificial one, for they state "since the control processes (skills,
etc.) are the subject of the executive function, they would seem to be the most
promising indices of its operation.

A firm basis of measurement for the control pro-

cesses would therefore precede measurement of their overseer" (Butterfield & Belmont,
1977, p.9).

We believe their description of our position to be inadequate for we did

state in the 1974 paper that'bnce a serviceable skill, or subset of skills had been
inculcated, the next step would be to devise techniques to train retarded children
to monitor their own strategy production and to evaluate realistically the interaction between the task demands, and their own capacity and repertoire of specific
skills" (Brown, 1974, p.102).

The apparent disagreement disappears under scrutiny; both positions advocate
training preliminary skills as an essentia3 prerequisite for the study of executive
control.

However, what looked like a difference in emphasis perhaps reflects a more

fundamental difference in the direction :hat training attempts should take.

In a

subsequent paper, Belmont and Butterfield (1977) seem to have changed their emphasis
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in that they call for detailed task analysis of both the training situation and all
subsequent tests of transfer, e.g., train the specific skill.

We will now change our

emphasis and call for training, not of individual strategies, but of ways of approaching problems in general.

This argument needs elaboration.

Belmont and Butterfield (1977) argue cogently

for detailed task analyses of individual laboratory tasks and the strategies that
subjects may perform in them.

The degree of detailed analyses that can be undertaken

is well illustrated by their ten-year effort to refine the cumulative-rehearsal fastfinish strategy deemed optimal in their paradigm.
analyses are clear.

The effects of such detailed task

Given an intimate understanding of all aspects of the optimal

strategy it is possible to train children efficiently, to diagnose why training does
not result in optimal performance, and to hr4 .g the level of performance at least to
the standard set by untrained adults (Butterfield et al., 1973).

The main strength of the detailed task analysis approach to training mnemonic
strategies is illustrated in this admirable set of studies, particularly those reported by Butterfield et al. (1973).

If the aim of training is to see how close to

mature performance one can render children's behavior, this approach is highly
successful.

Theoretically such data are invaluable for they demonstrate that one

interpretation of a "structural limitation" (Brown, 1974) position is incorrect.

If

training fails, one should not implicate some fundamental capacity limitation of the
child but attempt to refine training (Belmont & Butterfield, 1977; Brown, 1974).

The

task analysis approach is also invaluable from a practical standpoint, if the desired
end product is to improve performance on the training task itself.
with severely retarded individuals is an excellent case in point.

Gold's (1972) work
Severely and pro-

foundly retarded institutionalized people can be quickly trained to perform complex
assembly jobs if the task is broken into easily manageable subunits, an intelligent
task decomposition achieved through detailed task analysis (Wade & Gold, 1977).

goal of the training procedure is to achieve quick, errorless performance on the
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training task, for, armed with this skill the hitherto unemployable individual can earn
a living wage (Gold, 1973).

The aim of those engaged in cognitive instruction is generally assumed to be
somewhat different.

Rather than regarding the goal as excellent performance on a

specific task, the desired end product is to effect a general improvement in understanding, a much more demanding specific..tion.

theoretically and practically.

ThiE aim CLI again be defended both

Theoretically, one could argue that without evidence of

broad transfer, training may have resultel in the mastery of a rote rule, but may not
have produced any real "structural chrage" (Kuhn, 1974) or geaeral advancement in the
child's knowledge of the world.

Thus there are at least two ways to consider the

"anti-structuralist approach" (Belmont & Butterfield, 1977).

Demonstrating adult-

like performance on a siugle task is sufficient evidence for those who are interested

in proving that intellectual immaturity is not necessarily an tnpediment to efficiency
on any one task.

The extreme position uould be the claim that anything could be

taught to anyone under the appropriate training conditions.

structural limitation position

Another version of a

ma more akin to Piaget's, that there are limitations

to the young thinker's ,bility to reason; were training on a particular task will not
affect this ability until the appropriate level of maturity is -peached.

Intellectual

maturation may be accelerated, but training can achieve only a small increment (Inhelder, Sinclair, & Eovet, 1974).

Within the memory training field, advocates of this

more conservative form of "structuralism" look for generalization as the index of
successful training.

The problem is not one that BT1mont aad :9utterfield ignore but they appear to

have a different end result in

Th2ir aim is to "bring children up to adult

levels of performance {on a specific task}

.

in every measurable aspect;" by pro-

viding a plan of sufficient detail that "anybody -:lose thoughts are put toge
according to that blueprint would recall Nialy ,Nell."

should perform "exactly as

Given such a plan young ch:ldrcn

f they had invented Lt themselves."
ws

"Instructional
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researchers and their young subjects are thus evidently engaged in the same enterprise

and it is unimportant who makes the executive decision so long as they are made
well."

Finally, they assert that the most striking aspect of the instructional

approach is to instruct the child "how or

to think.'

This statement, how or :That to think, encapsulates the difference between the two

approaches for there is an enormous gulf between training a child how to think and
training a child what to think.

The knowing how and kriowing what contrcveray has

played a prominent part in the history of educational philosophy and is still active
today (Broudy, 1977).

It is isomorphic with Greeno's (1976) distinction between

cognitive and behavioral objectives of instruction.

Training a set rule or recipe

(Holt, 1964) can effect significant improvement en a task, but; we would argue that

without a concurrent understanding of the reason why the skill must be used, it is
unlikely that the result would be an improvement in the child's knowledge of how to
think.

We need not add here details of the long discussions of discovery learning vs.

rote learning and refer the reader back to section III. D. 3. for examples of blind
rule following.

Although there has been considerable interest in the need for transfer as a
criterion of general cognitive improvement, the review of the literature illustrates
the dearth of experimental endeavors in this area, an empirical gap generated not by
lack of interest but because of the formidable investment of time and effort needed
to undertake such investigations.

Belmont and Butterfield (1977) advocate an ex-

tension of their task analysis approach to a consideration of transfer; "the investigator who would demonstrate transfer must thoroughly understand both the task he uses
during training and the task he uses to test transfer."

Let us emphasize that they do

mean thorough for they argued that both training and transfer tasks must be subjected
to the type of indepth analysis they have lavished on the cumulative rehearsal task.

Failure to make an equally indepth dissection of the transfer task would render the
inveatigator incapable of interpreting transfer failures.

A failure :o perform ade-

quately on transfer could be due Lo the trainee's inability to see the relation of the

N
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trained behavior to the new task, the usual interpretation, or to his inability to

execute some other component of the transfer task which neither he nor the investigator
fully appreciate.

The only answer then is to consider transfer from one well-analyzed task to
another.

We know of only one attempt that even approached this criterion and that was

a failure.

Retarded children who had been trained to cumulatively rehearse on a keep-

ing-track task (Brown et al., 1973) and had maintained this activity over a sixmonth retention interval (Brown et al., 1974) were given the Belmont and Butterfield
probed-recall rehearsal task as a transfer test.
children were identical and poor.

Accuracy scores of naive and trained

More important, there was no evidence of rehearsal

activity (pause patterns, observed overt behavior) in either group (Campione & Brown,
1977).

True, it could be argued that the transfer situation was less than ideal; the

transfer test was taken some time after the maintenance task, and the keeping track
lists consisted of four items, while the probe recall lists contained six.

But both

tasks called for cumulative rehearsal in sets of three, the trained strategy, and there
was no evidence of activity even on the first three items of the transfer task.

We

would not take this as the strongest evidence that such transfer could not be obtained,
however, 14.? were not encouraged by the results.

Our interpretation of the Belmont and

Butterfield position is that what would be needed before firm conclusions could be
reached would be detailed task analysis of the first task, detailed task analysis of
the second task, detailed task analysis rollowed by training on the non-common elements
of the two tasks, detailed analysis of the transfer setting, detailed analysis of---

.

Pragmatically one ha, to face the problem of time and to assert a principle of
cognitive economy on the part of both the trainer and trainee.

If the aim of training

is to effect generalization, the practical limitations of the task analysis approach
must be taken into consideration (Brcwn & DeLoache, 1977).

As we regard detailed task analyses of all possible transfer tasks as practically
unfeasible, we must offer something in exchange, or at least a method of postponing
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or cJrcumventinsauchtime consuming snores,

Our criterion for a suitable test of

transfer (Brown et al., 1977) is that those persons who would spontaneously adopt the
trained strategy on a pretest, would also attempt to use it on the class of tasks used
for transfer.

One could obtain this informat!an in several ways.

sider the use of cumulative rehearsal.

For example, con-

One could ask successful and spontaneous re-

hearsers where and why they would think to use the strategy.

Consideration of a

series of such protocols should reveal prototypic rehearsal situations where almost
anyone would rehearse, near cases, where there would be some disagreement concerning
the suitability of rehearsal, and far cases, where no one who knew anything about rehearsal mechanisms would attempt it.

The second method of obtaining the same infor-

mation would be to devise a battery of tasks (prototypical instances, near and far
cases) and observe when and where spontaneous producers use the strategy.

Finally,

within any study, a method of obtaining the desired information would be to consider
the posttest generalization performance of those subjects who performed well on the
pretest.

This third approach was adopted in the Brown, et al,(1977) study of span estimation (see section III. E. 2.).

Originally realistic children performed well on all

generalization tests, indicating their understanding of the task demands and their
own ability.

But trained realistic children did not perform well on the generalization,

tests, indicating the limitations of training (see Tables 15 and 16).

Although it

could be argued that the children efficient on the pretest differed from the other
children on some underlying cognitive factor related to good performance on both the
pretests and the generalization tasks, this is irrelevant.

If the aim of training is

to improve performance to match those who perform well, both in performance on the
training task and in terms of general understanding, then the standards sat by the
originally efficient subjects are the obvious criteria of successful training.
From our point of view, the aim of tr-ining is not to get children to perform
more like adults on a single task but to get them to think more like adults in a
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range of similar situations.

If this is the desired goal then why not train ta)

generalization, or (b) skills which could conceivably be general enough
to fit a
variety of situations?

We know of no studies where, far from attempting to train

generalization, the experimenter has even hinted that this is
the name of the game.

The

impression is that the child in an experiment of this kind is the
enemy, rather than
the ally, in the instructional approach.

Granted that as ult....re learners generalize

spontaneously, it is interesting to point ouv. that immature trainees
do not; however,
the next step is to help the less efficient by hinting that they should;
or, better

yet, attempt direct instruction in gencralizatioa.
Such training must go hand in hand pith specific rule learning,
otherwise we would
have come full circle in the Butterfield and Belmont (1977) and Brown (1974)
controversy.

Once we have trained mastery of a mnemonic skill in terms of the first two

criteria, use and maintenance of the strategy, would it not be possible to in,...ervene
with some specific generalization training?

For example, one could tell the child

that the trained behavior could help him on a variety of similar tasks and thac the
trick is to know which ones.

The child could then be exposed to a variety of proto-

typic tasks and the utility of the strategy in such situations demonstrated.

At that

point, far tasks could be considered, and the reason why the trained behavior would
be
inappropriate rouid be discussed and demonstrated.

Finally, th'2 child could be pre-

sented with a generalization test containing new prototypic and far tasks and his intelligent/unintelligent application of the strategy examined.

We have no idea whether

such an approach would work, but given the impressive evidence of the need for explicit training for slow-learning children, it certainly seems worth the attempt.

Our final general point concerning transfer is that it mi6ht be judicious to rethink the type of skills
rizer rehearse?

have attempted to train.

How often does the mature memo-

If children do not gener-lize a trained rehearsal strategy because

they fail to see its utility, this could be a realistic appraisal of the enterprise.

After all, they all tell us that they write down telephone numbers.
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An alternative strategy would be to train metacognitive skills which could have
broad generality across a variety of problem-solving situations.

It was with this

point in mind that we chose to organize the literature review with the headings of
checking, planning, asking questions, self-testing and monitoring.
transsituational.

These skills are

Perhaps it would be possible tc train the child to stop and think

before attempting a croblem. to ask questions of himself and others to determine if he
recognizes the problem, to check his solutions against reality by asking not "is it
right"' but "is it reasonable", to monitor his attempts to learn to see if they are

working or are worth the effort.
associated with these suggestions.

We appreciate that there are enormous problems
But, in the complete absence of data, we have no

means of knowing whether such intervention would measurably improve memorial knowledge
in the developmentally young.

In view of the past dismal failures to induce general-

ization, however, we believe it would be worth the time and effo t involved.
G.

Training Limitations

A general point concerning training studies is that one must address the problem
of limitations on the effects of training imposed by youth, lack of experience oz. low
intelligence.

The problem of intelligence and how to define it is a difficult one,

and we will consider some methodological and philosophical problems of comparative research in the next section.

But for the purposes of the following argument, wt a'opt

the obvious position chat, irrespective of the cause(s), individuals are not all equal
in terms of their adaptation to the demands of schools and testing situations.

In the

case of educable retarded children it is just this lack of adaptation which has
singled them out for special notice in the schools and intensive training in laboratories.

To clarify our position, we must give a definition of intelligence or

capacity limitations as we use the terms, for we believe that the current controversy
over developmentally imposes "eepacity" or "structural" limitations is generated to a
large extent by the lack of explicit definition of the terms used (Cni, 1976).
Possibly the dominant reason why discu3sions of developmental changes in capacity are
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often irrational and confusing is because the key terms are used loosely, interchangeably and often inappropriately.

To understand such discussions,it is absolutely

necessary to have a clear understanding of the underlying metaphor; not only is this
rarely stated explicitly, but some authors appear to have no consistent metaphor.

We

cannot enter the capacity-no capacity limitation argument here but refer the reader to
recent paper: by Chi (1976) and Huttcnlo,ner and Burke (19;3).

To make txplicit our position, the bias is toward a definition of intelligence
based on executive functioning.

To recapitulate, consider the range of responsibil-

ities attributed rn the executive in modern memory theories.

The efficient executive

is imbueilwith the capacity to undertake the complex coordination of routine selection,
application and control.

Its duty is to monitor, check and evaluate the chosen rou-

tine(s) against some criteria of effectiveness and to make inferences concerning the
existing state of knowledge and the match between that knowledge and the desired goal.
The executive must also estimate the probability that the goal can be reached by the
methods available to the system.

The characteristic features of the executive are just

those that we have proposed as subjects for training: checking, planting, monitoring,
etc.

But this, in affect means that we want to train efficient thinking.

Thinking

efficiently is a good definition of intelligence.

In this context consider how intelligence is defined when the thinker is a
machine.

The similarity of the problems faced by those who wish to define intelligent

op_rations either in the developmentally immature or in machines is quite striking.
Moore and Newell (1974, pp. 203-204) define the essence of machine intelligence by two
criteria.

First, "S understands K if S uses K whenever appropriate."

is between knowledge and the understc.ndirm of that knowledge.

The distinction

Immature thinkers fail

to meet this criterion on our laboratory tasks, for this is the problem of maintenance
and generalization.
The ability to use programs appropriately L; the essence of machine intelligences;

it is also a reasonable definition of human intelligence.

It is the appropriate use
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of a skill that defines intlelllgent

in a trained situation.
generated.

behavicr, not adequate performance of thEt skill

The executive decision to employ the activity must be self-

If the routine is selected by an external agent (teacher, experimenter,

etc.), he is the intelligent actor, not the child.
matter who acts as the executive.

Therefore, we believe that it does

Although it may be -unimportant who makes the

executive decision" (Belmont & Butterfield, 1977) if the object is to train improved
performance on a specific task, it is vitally important who makes the decision if
the

aim is improved thinking; S must use K appropriately on his own volition.
Moore and Newell (1974, p. 204) give as a further consideration for evaluating

machine intelligence the extent of the ability to use knowledge appropriately.

"Under-

standing can be partial, both in extent (the class of appropriate situations in which
the knowledge is used) and in immediacy (the time it takes before understanding can be
exhibited)."

These criteria are similar to the Resnick and Glaser's (1976) definition

of human intelligence as the speed and efficiency of learning things important to one'E.
environment.

Thus, one might consider the efficiency of training in this light.

quickly and efficiently do children respond to training?

How

And, how efficiently do they

transfer the information, where efficiency is measured in terms of extent (broad
generalization) and immediacy (without additionally prompting or training)?

We would

like to argue that if reasonable attempts to achieve generalization fail, even whet.
the transfer tasks are appropriate (prototypic) and there have been explicit in-

structions concerning generalization, then a developmental limitation has been demonstrated, one which we would regard as a reasonable illustration of an intellectual
1'

tation.

Resnick and Glaser (1976) alsc argue that intelligence is the ability to learn
in the absence of direct or complete instruction.

Therefore, if generalization could

only be obtained by training it directly, we would not necessarily regard this su ,ess
as a disaffirm( Lon of an intellectual limitation positior.

For if it can be achieved

only with direct training, such generalization fails to meet the criterion of "in the
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absence of complete instruction."

Futthertaore, there is no reason to sw)oc,I that if

transfer can be achieved in one domain only following detailed instruction,
it would
occur spontaneously in another.

We introduce these points because w: have been cited as favoring an "antistructuralism" position (Belmont & Butterfield, 1977).

That is, because of the em-

phasis tn prior work on strategy training, it has been assumed that
our position is
that there are no "capacity" differences between the developmentally
young and more

mature thinkers, performance differences are attributed to inappro?raate use (or
no use
at all) of mnemonic strategics and such strategy nee can be trained.
rests on the definition of the term capacity.

This argument

We would like to reaffirm the position

that recourse to an unspecifie.i "capacity limitation" when a particular training on
a

specific task fails, is ,Ufficult to defend logically and is premature until alternative training methods have b.2en examined (Drown, 1974).

We also know of no com-

pelling evidence that capacity differences in terms of the architecture of the system
(e.g., STM), amount of space in the architectural units (e.g., the number of slots in
STM),or in terms of durability of information in these systems, differentiates the
immature from the adult thinker (Belmont, 1972; Belmont & Butterfield, 1969; Brown,
1974; Chi, 1976; Wickelgren, 1975).

This is not to say, hovevtr, that the developmentally young are not handicapped
by limitations to their central processing resources, limitations which cannot be
attributed to a simp,,, notion of capacity.-

The effects of an impoverished knowledge

base (L,M) alone can account for manr of the ieported developmental difficulties.
Long --term memory is the repositor, of rules, strategies, and operations which can be

used to make more efficient use of a limited capacity system.
knowledge base is deficient in at least three ways:

In addition, the child's

(a) the amount of infor :..ation it

contains, (b) the organizatior and internel coherence of that information, and (c)
the number of available routes by which it can be reached

These differences impose

several limitations on the child's information processing abilities, even in su'h
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simple situations as reudiag information frsm the icon or maintaining information in
STM (Chi, 1975, 1976).

Such basic cognitive processes as ease of retrievability, and

speed of encoding, naming, and recognition are all influenced by restrictions 4mposed
by an impoverished knowledge base.

The limitations to the knowledge base are clearly not susceptible to relatively
brief training and intervention, no matter how ingenious.

One cannot undertake to

enrich the knowledge base in three, or even 23 easy lessons.

Of course, such

"structural" limitations are not fixed, as age and experience will lead to reorganization and enrichment of the knowledge base, an enrichment and reorganization program
that continues throughout the life span (Brown, 1975).

Intervention could take the

fin of exposing impoverished children to a richer array of experiences, the rationale
behind many headstart programs, but it is difficult to imagine detailed training programs to effect this end.

Training itself is limited by the restrictions imposed by

the current state of the knowledge base (Brawn, 1975; Siegler, 19,0; Klahr & Siegler,
in press).

In addition, there are limitations placed on the effects of training due to low
intelligence.

We believe tnat both the extent of training needed to effect adequate

performance and the efficiency of training in terms of extent and immediacy of transfer are indices of intelligence,

Although the cultural relativity of both the task

and training must undergo careful scrutiny before s,ch conclusions can be reiched
(see Secti'n V.).

A further characteristic of intelligence is that not only can old skills be used
appropriately in new places but they can be remodelled creatively to meet new tastc
demands.
alone.

Furthermore, new solutions can be invented on the basis of old knowledge
Resnick and Glaser (1976) have provided a recent discussion of the problem of

intelligence and inventioa, and we do not want to reiterate it here.

The point is

included to demonstrate how /eak a criterion of intelligent thinking is our demand
for spont:ceous generalization Li a learned skill to prototypical transfer tasks.
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The entire preceding section is in some ways trivial.

First it is obvious that

there are functional differences between the developmentally young and mature problem
solvers, for if there were not, intervention would not be required.

Second, and more

important, the position one assumes concerning the cause, type, or susceptibility to
remediation of such developmental differences has little effect on the practical
problem of training.

The difference of opinion is theoretical not practical, descrip-

tive not prescriptive.

We believe as strongly as anyone that no attempt should be

spared to provide intensive intervention to improve problem-solving abilities,
particularly in slow learners.

One major responsibility of an instructional psycholo-

gist is to devise increasingly ingenious training programs to induce enhanced performance.

Furthermore, we have always been, and remain, optimistic concerning the success

of well-designed training, and the real practical significance of such success in
terms of worthwhile improvements in performance.

We included this section because we

believe there are (imitations on the effectiveness of training and therefore would
like to disassociate ourselves from art e.treme anti-structuralism nosition.
V.

Memory, Intelligence and Instruction

A major focus of our research efforts in the area of memory development has been
an emphasis on the trainable, particularly with reference to slow-learning children.
Although the research is "basic" in that it is conducted in laboratory settings to test
hypotheses of theoretical interest, the underlying rationale has always been that
information of practical significance would be forthcoming.

Although we have neither

the skill nor professional training to devise detailed curricula

instructive pur-

poses, we hope that some of our training techniques could be implemented in instructional settings.

In this section we will first consider formal instruction, the

schools, and their influence on'metacognitive development.

We will then examine the

particular problems of the disadvantaged child in school settings.

Finally we will

indicate the type of instruction which might prove practical and feasible.
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A.

The Effects of Formal Schooling!

Intercultural Comparisons

It is interesting to note that the period of development when the major changes
in memorization skills occur, from the first emergence of the child's awareness of

himself as an active agent in knowing, to the escablishment of the complex executive
functions exhibited (sometimes) by high school and college students, coincides
exactly with the period of formal education in most Western societies.

Does this

suggest that formal education is in some way implicated, that we have a case of
educational rather than maturational development?

The only meaningful way to con-

y

Bider such a question is by reference to cultures where the degree of formal schooling
and chronological age are not hopelessly confounded as they are in Euro-America.

A

cursory review of the cross-cultural literature suggests some pertinent findings concerning the cultural relativity of many of the skills we have discussed in this
chapter.

Such a review also directs our attention to some basic philosophical and

methodological problems associated with the type of experimentation employed by
psychologists to gather comparative data, and to the validity of the interpretations
given to such data.

Consider first some cross- culture psychological evidence concerning the development of memorization efficiency.

One of the consistent differences between schooled

and unschooled populations rests in the ability to deal with the kinds of mnemonic
skills for deliberate memorizinc we have discussed in this chapter.

Several years of

formal schooling seem to be necessary before the emergence of spontaneous attempts to
organize, rehearse, Or categorize taxonomically for the purposes of rote remembering.
In addition to a general lack of what we regard as routine. nemorization skills, un-

schooled populations differ in terms of their ability to transfer problem solutions
readiiy across laboratory tasks.

Scribner & Cole (1973) suggest that one cognitive

characteristic of unschooled populations is that they tend to treat the usual laboratory learning and memory tasks as independent, each as a new problem.
appears to be a conspicuous ::tbsence of lelmins to 1parn.

In short there

Schooled populations,
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however, show a marked tendency to treat such problems as instances of
a general class.

The application of common operations and rules to a universe of similar
laboratory
tasks appears to be an outcome of formal schooling.
Similar differences between schooled and unschooled populations have been found

when the experimental task involves certain metalinguistic abilities.

For example,

children experience difficulty in dealing with decontextualized language.
and Markman (1975) presented young children problems of the form:

Osherson

"either it is rain-

ing outside or it is not," or the "chip (hidden) in my hand is blue or it is
not blue.
The children indiscriminately sought empirical support for the truth value of
the

statements; they did not recognize the non-empirical nature of the simple contradictions, or at least were unwilling to evaluate these sentences in the absence of
empirical evidence.

A similar example of the need for empirical support to evaluate

language comes from Scribner's (1976a) studies of comprehension of classical syllogisms
among schooled and unschooled Kpelle villagers.
men are rice farmers.

Given problems such as "All Kpelle

Mr. Smith (Western name) is not a rice farmer.

Is he a Kpelle

manT", unschooled villagers refused to consider the problem if they had not met Mr.
Smith.

They did not appear to grasp the fact that the task involved logical implica-

tions determined solely by the structural relations between the stated propositions,
independent of their factual status.

Again, on the basis of the limited evidence it

would appear that certain forms of logical thinking in response to traditional academic
problem-solving situations, far from being the natural outcome of maturation, are very
much dependent on the intervention of formal schooling.

riagetian experiments conducted cross-culturally again support the idea that the
degree of formal schooling is an important factor in determining progression to higher
levels of abstract thought (Dasen, 1972).

In keeping with the other psychological

evidence, Lloyd (1972) suggests that the emergence of formal operations, as defined by
the riagetian system, depends heavily on Western-type schooling and that 'this is
hardly surprising since the structures of formal thought. the propositional calculus,
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and the mathematic four group are products of Western thinking.

Their universality,

as the goal of mature cognitive development, is an open question" (Lloyd, 1972, p.137)
In support of this position Piaget (1972) himself has recently suggested that under
some cultural conditions formal propositional thinking may not emerge at all.

Finally, Olson (1976, 1977) and Bruner (1972) have suggested that the move from
an oral to a literate culture imposes fundamental changes on the ways of knowing of
people.

A strong case is made that the type of cognitive activities perfected by a

culture Are determined by the socio-economic milieu (Luria, 1971) and that the

in-

vention of a phonetic writing system had profound historical consequences on the
nature of human thought.

We cannot give a full discussion here but would 11.1-_2 to

concentrate on three interconnected emphases of a literate tradition which are fostered
by Western-type schooling, decontextualization and formalization of the language, an
emphasis on the logical rather than the rhetorical function of language, and an emphasis on the general context-free tule rather than the particular experience.
Briefly, an oral tradition depends heavily upon a particular form of thinking
biased by the limitations of auditory memory.

The system is well-equipped to deal wit

proverbs, riddles, adages, _tc. but

neither principles nor laws nor formulas are amenable
to a syntax which is orally memorizable. But persons
and events that act or happen are amenable. Orally
memorized verse (including the epics) is couched in
the contingent.
It deals in a panorama o: happenings
not a program of principles.
(Havelock, 1971, p.51)
Oral memory

s biased in the direction of rhymes, riddles, proverbs, metaphors,

and *74_:,e and witty sayings.

Written messages, however, are uniquely adapted to an

analysis of the implications and entailments of statements.

When a child learns to

write the dependence on context, on empirical support to validate statements, must be
overcome.

He must learn to write things which a reader, removed from him in time

and space, and unable to ask questions, can understand.

He must learn to comprehend

and produce a written language which is explicit and relatively context-free.

4

Beyond
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mere literacy lies formal definition and scientific writing which not only depend on
context-free explicit language but also demand formal definitions of terms and the
analysis of the implications of propositions.

Olson (1976, 1977) has argued that the literate tradition has specialized the
language to serve a logical function at the expense of the social, rhetorical function.
The rhetorical function of language :Inv())

communication.

.es

social, authorative and context-bound

The child in a literate society must come to single out the logical

aspects of statements from the authority maintaining social functions.

Bruner and Olson believe that the emphasis on the formal logical function of
language in literate societies affects the ways of knowing of the people and biases
the definition of intelligence in these societies and the growing body of crosscultural literature supports this difference hypothesis.

Formal schooling in a

literate tradition influences the course of cogaiiive growth, relatively unschooled

populations display different patterns of cognitive activities than do the products of
formal schooling.

Does this mean that one can accept a defect hypothesis:

schooled populations are less intelligent than the schooled?

that un-

After all, the tasks

used to detect a difference are those associated with intelligence in our society.
Such an interpretation of the existing data is illegitimate.

First, as modes

of thinking and ways of knowing are molded b; cultural context, one cannot sensibly
specify intelligence outside of the culture w4th which it is interacting.

If we

accept as one definition of intelligence, adaptation to real-life problems, quite
different performa.oces would be ccnside7ed adaptive in different cultures.

It is

therefore, an invalid inference to suggest that unschooled populations are less intelligent because th.y do :lot perfom in a fashion comparable to Western children on a
particular laboratory task or IQ test item; it is not reasonable to discuss intelli-

gence (adaptation) without reference to Me culture to which the developing child must
adapt.

Cole and Scribner have provided a rich source of evidence to support a difference
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rather than a def,ect interpretation of cross-cultural findings and they demonstratc

that logical thinking, efficient communication, elaborate mnemonics and generalization are features of thought in both traditional and schooled societies.

It is the

form that these aspectsof cognition take, not their presence or absence, that distinguish schooled and unschooled populations.

For example, Scribner (1976a) gives

many illustrations of "wrong" arswers given by unschooled Kpelle to the totally unfamiliar logical s:llogism problems.

Nevertheless, the wrong answers contained

elegant examples of chains of reasoning which followed logically from the evidence
used by the subjects.

Ccnsider also this fine example of Kpelle cognition.

Kpelle

villagers were asked to group together a set of items in the way that made Kpelle
sense--they grouped by functional relationships.

Next the villagers were asked how a

stupid person might group them--they produced perfect taxonomic groupings.
Interestingly, functional groupings appear to be universally accepted but taxonomic
categorization is influenced by the degree of recency of exposure to formal schooling
(Denney, 1974; Overcast, Murphy, Smiley & Brown, 1975).

Only taxonomic categorization

is taken as a measure of higher intelligence within our society.

It reflects our

cultural bias that we call one activity more "intelligent" than the other.

In a re-

view of the cross-cultural studies on cognitive development, Lloyd concluded with the
statement

men are fundamentally similar in their intellectual skills
but these skills are differentially realized in culturally
diverse settings (and) no one setting should he acclaimed dS
superior (Lloyd, 1972, p. 153).
Michael Cole and his associates have pointed out that anthropologists have, indeed, long advocated the similarity rather than the diverge:ice of human intelligence
in different cultural groups; it is psychologists who emphasize the difference.

Anthropologists' tools consisting mainly of ethnographic descriptior of naturally
occurring behaviors, are different from the tests and experiments imported by
psychologists, and anthropologists object to the traditional laboratory task used by
psychologists, not only on the obvious grounds that the experimental material:,, tasks
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and procedures developed in Western societies are ethnocentric and culturally biased,
but because the experiment itself as a context for eliciting evidence of cognition has
no ecological validity in the cultures to which it has been transported (Scribner,
1976b).

Both Lloyd (1972) and Cole and Scribner (1975) believe that the traditional laboratory tasks can be used in cross-cultural research when due caution is paid to the
interpretation of the outcome.

evidence of cultural difference in response to a particular
task (should) become the starting point rather than the goal of crosscultural research, and performance on a task should be scrutinized
to determine whether it is a meaningful response or attempt to
satisfy the arbitrary whim of an alien investigator (Lloyd, 1972,
p. 153).

Cole and Scribner suggest a three-pronged research strategy for investigating
cognitive development comparatively.

First, one should investigate the subject's

understanding of the experiment and his role as the subject.

In light of the Kpelle

example of clever vs. stupid answers, this is a vital point.

Indeed Campbell (1964)

suggests that without compelling evidence to the contrary, we should regard any
gross differences found in comparative research as failures of communication between
the experimenter and his subject.

The second research strategy is to "experiment with

the experiment" i.e., instead of using 0;ie fixed paradigm in many different cultures,
the experimenter s'

in one culture.

ild work with many different variations of a single paradigm with-

An excellent example of this approach is the work of Cole and his

colleagues (Cole & Scribner, 1977) concerning free recall in the Kpelle.

The third

strategy is to investigate the same process in a range of situations including the
naturally occurring contexts of the culture, and also in experimental and quasi-experimental settings (Campbell & Stanley, 1966).

The basic theme is a call for an interweaving of experimental and ethnographic
research to investigate a particular cognitive activity in a range of situations from
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the naturally occurring to the experimental.

We will argue later that such a strategy

is ideally suited for comparative research when the groups differ not in terms of
national origin or degree of formal schooling, but in terms of age or school success
within a society.

Similarly, we will argue that the same caution advised for the

interpretations of group differences on traditional laboratory tasks or IQ test items
be extended when Jaterpretation is made concerning the de.,21opmentally immature a^d
their "normal" counterparts.
B.

The Socic-Historical Context:

Intra-cultural Comparisons

The main emphasis of the cross-cultural, psycho ethnographic approach expoused
by Cole and Scribner is that it Is difficult if not impossible to consider any psychological process separated from the context in and the content on which it must operate

The psychologist examining any mental mechanism is of
necessity examining a mechanism normally operating with
material given in society and culture and he cannot get
away from such "living contents" even in the artificial
isolation of an experiment.
Similarly, if anthropologists
Ire concerned with how "living contents" come into existence
and change over history, they need to underst..nd what
operations (processes) individuals bring to the material
that is culturally given (Cole & Scribner, 1975, p.261).
A similar emphasis on studying co:Aitive growth within a society in terms of
socio-historical context has been the underlying philosophy of Soviet investigation

into memory development across the 1Je span.

In a recent review of Soviet investi-

gations, Meacham (1977) points out that there are three major themes permeating the
Soviet approach.

We would like to [Deus on two of these themes.

First, the in-

dividual's motives and activities interact with content to determine what will be remembered.

Second, the particular cognitive activities shown by individuals are in

large measure molded by cultural and historical conditions.

We would like to noir.

out the strong similarity in position between the Soviet-dialectic approach (Riegel,
1976) and the psycho-ethnographic position adopted by Cole, a similarity which is
perhaps predictable given Cole's long interest 4J1 Soviet psychology.
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leading activities, motives, focus and tvr oe of cognitive activity displayed by
the
individual.

It is therefore profitable to view the memory abilities of the develop-

ing child in relation to the ecology of childhood.

Furthermore, in order to assess

the type of processes typical of an individual at any one stage of development, it
is

necessary to consJier factors other than individual performance on artificially contrived laboratory

9 or IQ testa.

The particular processes of interest should be

considered in a variety of situations, including the naturally occurring lading
activities of childhood (Is;omins, 1975).
C.

The School as a Cultural Context
As formal schooling has such a powerful effect on the course of cognitive growth,

it might prove instrictive to think of schcols as a mini-culture within which certain

specialized sets of skills are emphasized and refined.

Techniques and qualities of

memory are no less influenced by toe school experience than are any other cognitive
activities.

It is in the context of formal schooling that many of the changes we have

discussed take place, changes in the variety of available mnemonics, and in the knowledge one has concerning one's own competence and fallibility as a memorizer of school
met,Irials.

This should not be surprising as schools represent the major cultural in-

stitution in technological societies where remembering as a distinct activity 'or

specialized skill, in and for itself, in isolation from possible applications, is
rottinely undertaken.

Outsiie the school setting, in um....:hooled popu_ations, includin

that of the preschool child, such activities are rarely
1975).

if ever, encountered (Brown,

Deliberate rememhering'as an end in itself ratter than as

'.,

method of achitrAnE

a meaningful goal is very much a school inspired activ ty.
Theirefore, one might expect formal schooling to result in the formulation and

refinement of a specified set of skills specifically tailored to the needs of academic
learning.

The familiar memory strategies discussed :.are are tie outcome of a

spc,-Ialized cultural force, schools, and not the inevitable results of human matura#Aor

Adaption to a habitat forges the d'rection of cognitive development; schools are on!!
r.

c

one such habitat, and in historical perspective, a very recent development at that.
Outside of school settings other perfectly valid sets of cognitive activities
may
characterize the course of cognitive development.
Consider just one example of a "naturally occurring" strategy, the reliance
placed on external aids to support mnemonic performance.

Flavell and his co-workers

have shown many examples of the young child's preference for external
means of memorizing real-world information.

Even remembering a telephone number elicits external

(writing down) rather than internal (rehearsal) stc:age.
In real extralaboratory life situat ons, people make
extensive use of external storage and retrieval resources,
both human and non-human.
In the outside world people
take notes on things and make notes of things: they
exploit the capacious and leakproof memories of books,
tape-recorders, videotapes, films and computers.
They
get other people to help them store and retrieve information, both internally (i.e., in other peoples'
heads) and externally. The real world's tasks generally
have the properites of an open - book, take home exam
even if the memory researchers' tasks do not (Flavell,
1976a, p.233).
Preschool children rarely if ever encounter situations which call for deliberate
internal memorization of decontextualized materials (Brawn, 1975).

Similarly, members

of traditional societies tend not to encounter such situations in everyday life and
adults in our 'ociety, when removed from the school setting, rarely if ever engage in
such esoteric mental activities, with the possible exception of rote memorization of

a limited set of personal numbers (telephone, social security, etc.).

Scribner

(1976b) has argued that the ubiquitous free-recall paradigm is particularly inapprop-

riate for cross-cultural comparison as it does not provide external cues for recall but
demands that internal cues be produced to structure performance.

Scribner believes

that such a heavy emphasis on internal retrieval cues is largely absent from naturally
oc,..urring, everyday-life memory problems and she quotes Margaret Mead's anecdotal ob-

servation of reliance on external cues in primitive peoples.
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The Aborigines of South Australia have cultivated a type of
memory i whIcn they have to walk through the terrain which
is
1-,voL-re-i :;11 r. myth in order to be able to tell a long
ton..Ac wyn correctly. The stimuli which call the correct
in.:rienrs to mind are outside themselves in their territory
(Mead,. 1964, p. 103).

The similariy, to the well-known "method of loci" (Yates, 1966) is striking.
Recall that the method of loci was developed to meet the needs of Roman orators who

required techniques for remembering the sequential order of the main points of their
oration.

That with tiAnimum instruction young children (Brown, 1973b) and adults

(Bawer, 1970) can all uLe such techniques effectively is a powerful testimony to the
efficiency of externally cued recall.
The use of loca' :ions, settings and physical reminders (notes, string, etc.) to

mediate memory is a contextual form of cued recall, situated in real-life -cperience

and, we would argue, a predominant form of human mnemonic.

The use of decontextualize,

internally cued mnemonics for remembering arbitrary contents, however, is a specialized form of cognitive activity not only typical of a Euro-American literate tradition

but possibly a product of formal schooling itself.

Such skills are not necessarily

representative of basic cognitive processes.
We wo,..ld argue that there is a basic universality and continuity to human con-

ceptual development based on forms of knowing which Nelson has referred to as scripter
knowledge (see Nelson, 1977, for a full discussion).

Nelson's description of a script

for organizing the interaction of a number of different concepts around an action or a
goal is very similar to Cole and Scribner's (1977) description of a natural type of
memory concerned with personally experienced scenes or events which lend organization
an

predictability to the world around us.

It is also similar to Havelock's (1971)

characterization of the type of memory refined in oral traditions, knowledge centered
around persons and events that act or happen cn meaningful contexts.

Nelson points out that context-derived event structures and scripts involving
actually experienced, meaningful and repetitive sequences in space and time are the
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important organizing structures for young children (Nelson 1977: Pelson & Brown, in
press).

We believe that this may be t:e dominant form of knowing ii. both the mature in

our society (Denney, 1974; Overcast
societies (Cole & Scribner, 1977).

et al. 1975) and unschooled young adults in other
The further divorcee one is from tvrmal 6chooling

in terms of recent.), or e'.tent of t"e experience, the more one's thinkin3 is dominated

by scripts based on real-life actions.

Although based on context-constrained, actually

experienced hap.enings, the ccripts of everyday knowing are generative.

General rules

are "abstracted" from the particular repetitive experiences to allou interpretation of
the novel, predicticn of the familiar and to provide an organizational structure for a
personal universe.
Thcs, we would argue that there is a fundamental universality to 1-.Lman concJptual

development and the basic way of knowing consists of the formation and refinement of
increasingly richer event structures or scripts (Nelson, 1977), centered around
action sequences which recur in personally experienced contexts.

Later emerging,

relatively context-free organization or rules are in addition to and not a replacement
for the basic spetiotemporal scripts of knowing.

Specifically, specialized elaborate

skills for different kinds of rem=bering are developed in different contexts with
differing leading activities (Meacham, 1977), for example, study skills for remembering texts in schools in our society vs. oral mnemonics for the transmission of epic
poems (Colby & Cole, 1973) or for retaining totemic names fdir debating (Bateson, 1958)
in traditional societies.

There is considerable evidence that even in the absence of

explicit instruction, the requirement of fort_al schooling determines the direction
of mnemonic development in Western societies.

The ability to comprehend and retain

information couched in increasingly decontextualized and formalized language presented in texts is the leading activity in schools.

Thus, the development of

specialized cognitive activities to achieve this end must be seen in the sociohistorical context of schooling in advanced technological societies and not as a reilection of the natural and product of himan cognitive growth.
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D.

Schools and the Disadvantaged Child
Each culture invents its own set of techniques for refining basic cognitive re-

sources to meet a specialized need.

Within our society it is in the context .of

schools, particularly the later grades, that great emphasiE. is placed on decontextualized skills of knowing.

As Bruner and Olson have pointed out, "whether for reasons

of economy or effectiveness, schools have settled nn teachin3/learning out of the
context of action and through media that are primarily symbolic and deco,,textualized'
(Bruner & Olson, 1977

ms. p. 1).

They continue in a latter part of the manuscript,

Progressively aided by the decontextualltzed atmosphere of
schuo], the literate child comes to manage statements as
proyositions with entailments, to recognize that a statement is true, not because it is empirically plausible or
has been experienced, but simply because it is entailed
by another proposition also in the text.
If not all achieve
this skill (italics mine), at least it is held up as an ideal
(Bruner & Olson, 1917, p.21).

Although one might argue with the assumption that the modes of thinking of
middle-class Western college students should be a goal for cognitive growth in all
members of our society (Lloyd, 1972), it is certainly true that academic success in
our schools, and to some extent, economic success in our society depend on achieving
a reasonable degree of ease in this domain.

Children are expected to make the

transition from the context-bound, experiertially-based, play- centered culture of

preschool life, to the context-free, impersonal, learning-for-learnings-sake atmospheres of the schools.
1)1

Some make the transition, others do not.

tetmed disadvantaged in terms of their

Many that do not cal.

reparation for school.

Many that do not

may become labelleu as retarded, if the transition is unduly troublesome.
Consider ':riefly what we know about disadvantage,1 children which might render the

transition more difficult for them than for the middle-class child.

Ignoring obvious

problems such as facing a new language, either in terms of a different dialect or a,
second language, the disadvantaged child is hampered by a restricted language code
(Bernstein, 1971) which favors the comtext-bound, spcfal, rhetorical functions of
language (Olson, 1976), rather than the context -fre2 explicit comxnijcative mode
.#
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demanded in school.

Furthermore, we lenow that very early .;:n his school
career, the

disadvantaged child has difficulty dealing with problem sclutions
divorced fro.7. empirical support, and difficulty generating aids, mnemonics, search
strategies, etc.,
to enhance deliberate learning.

He needs explicit instruction in develaping these

skills and even then may fail to generalize the effects of
training to similar classes
of activity.
paired.

Perhaps because of these problems, his metacognitiY4 development
is im-

Simply stated, without considerable experience and
success with this type of

problem-solving activity, the child can hardly be expected
to exert control (Brown &
DeLoache, 1977).

Perhaps there is a more basic problem.
erode the child's self-concept.

Early failure experiences can seriously

He may ha'e no reason to believe in 11.!,*,0_f.as an

actiNe agent in knowing what there is to know in school.

If he has no expectations

concerning his ability to control school performance,. this would
surely vitiate any
attempts to achieve Ruch control.
early.

Learned helple'sness (Dweck, 1976) can be acquired

The child's objective knowledge of his own cognitive Processes is obvio,:slv

contaminated by his feelings of coujitence.
be expe

ed by many disadvantaged children

Competence within a s_aool setting may tit
And T,a,,icularly

by those singled ,ut

for "sp.,_cial" educati.rn in reaponse to their supposed incompetence.

Brune: (1972) has pointed out that schools as an 'nstitution are separated

fro

both the early play activities tho..1ght suitable for childhood and even, from 'lost
vocational activities demanded of adults.

For example, in lrimitive societies

children learn by imiLa'ing adult models, initially in the context of pla,
(mock hunting, weaving, cooking, ritualistic practices, etc.).
play activities to the real adult occupation (i.e.,

The transition fror,

play hunting to huntin0 is

gradual; there is no sharp-division between the early exploratory play of childho(,,,
and the vocational pursuits of tLo adult.

In our society Qchools intercede hetwet:

the two worlds but they do not forge a necessary link.

Not only is entering into

school system an alienation process (play activities are discouraged, learni, h
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listening and reading rather than acting is encouraged) but the necessary link with
the exit into adult society is also less than clear.

School, separated from work which itself has grown difficult
to understand, becomes its own world. As McLuhan (1966) insists,
it becomes a medium and has its own message, regardless of what
is taught. The message is its irrelevance to work, to adult life.
For those who wish to pursue knowledge for its own sake, this is
not upsetting. But for those who do not or cannot, school provides
no guide--only knowledge, the relevance of which is clear neither
These are the conditions for alienation
to student nor to teachers.
and confusion (Bruner, 1972, p. 703).
If schools do not relate to the real-life experiences of play or work activity
which the child encounters daily, it is not surprising that the enterprises valued in
the classroom do not "make sense" to many children.

If lessons are not meant to

'make sense" why should the child check his performance against criteria of the plausible or sensible?

This problem of alienation was seen even in Holt's (1964) middle-

clays, above-average children (see section III, D.2.) but it is much more of a
problem for the disadvantaged child for whom acculturation to a school setting demands
a more radical shift from preschool conditions.

"Playing the game of school"

(Anderson, 1977), learning a script for hew to behave in school, may never be acquired
by such children unless some form of intervention is attempted.
Certain facts exist, all children do not make the transition to schooling with
equal ease, some never make the transition and are marked for school failure.

Whether

this is due to biological, or socio-economic reasons, or any combination of factors is
irrelevant.

The next question is, given the esoteric nature of many school practices,

should %11 children be expected to conform to the standards set?

Although the answer

must surely be negative the implications of accepting that position, in ,terms of selecting those that will enter higher level academic prograns and those that will not,
are wide ranging, controversial, and cannot concern us here.

Rather we assume the

position that it is beneficial for as many children as possible to acquire some facility with traditional school skills; therefore intervention should be offered to all
who need help.

Schools come into existence and are the way they are because they meet

0
tt-)
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the needs of a technological society.

It is unlikely, therefore, that schools, and

the skills valued in schools, will chnnge radically.

Thus we must prepare as many

children as possible to meet the demands of schools as they exist today.

This means

tailoring teaching techniques for, and expending resources on, those who experience
difficulty with the transition.
It is for these reasons that we ha .e been increasingly concerned with educable

retarded children, and more recently, children at risk for retardation.

Many educable

children suffer from school disease; they are only singled Out officially as retarded
or slow in the school setting.

Prior to school they either experience no difficulty

or their difficulties go undetected.

After school, the majority are again absorbed

within the community (Edgerton, 1967).
segregated.

Only during the school years are they

If they can be helped to achieve minimal success with school tasks the

benefits would be enormous; they would avoid Jeing branded in school as "special,'
together with the concomitant loss of their own feelings of competence.
An implicit defect theory often appears to guide our approach to those already
singled out for special classes.

Such children are characterized as those uho do not,

learn quickly and are difficult to train.

But these conclusions often are derived

from a consideration of data collected on isolated laboratory tasks, and IQ test
items, using procedures and materials unfamiliar to the child.

We would like to

argue that the same ccution demanded by Cole and Scribner (1975) for cross-cultural
of
comparisons of cognitive processes should dlso be extended to the interpretation

intra-cultural comparative data,

That our subjects do not generalize a cumulative

rehearsal strategy does not mean that they cannot generalize.
do transfer knowledge flexibly in real-life situaticns.

They clearly can and

The need for multiple-ob-

servations of a particular phenomenon, demanded in cross-cultural research, is no
less apparent in any research program which seeks to make comparisons between groups
that differ in terms of age, nationality. ethnI city, TQ score,etc.

Therefore we

strongly endorse Cole and Scribner's (1975) three-point plan for comparative
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research:

(a) investigate the subject's understanding of the experiment, (b) ex-

periment with the experiment, and (c) investigate the same process in a range of
situations, the naturally occurring, quasi-experimental and the experimental.

We

know of no research program concerned with cognitive development in slow-learning
children that meets these criteria.

The learning of isolated materials for a purpose neither understood nor appreciated is not an easy task for the skilled, and far less so for the novice.

If the

slow learning child comes to view this as the leading activity of school, he is doomed
to failure.

The aim should be to hrecontextualizer (Anderson, 1977) early school

experiences, to breathe meaning into school activities in order to alleviate the
transition difficulties of the disadvantged child.
The distinction described earlier, between oral and literate traditions may be
helpful in suggesting new ways of approaching the school problems of the disadvantaged
child.

Rather than thinking of slow-learning children as lacking certain skills, it

might prove profitable to reverse the emphasis and concentrate on the skills they do
possess, those of an oral tradition.

If we are searching for competencies to harness

in the service of school settings, the competencies of the oral tradition could be a
good place to start.

Educable retarded children are adept at remembering places,

people, and things experienced in their daily life.
coping with their home and street environments.

They have elaborate scripts for

They show an amazing ability to recaly

lyrics from popular songs (retained over an equally amazing time per%od), baseball
scores, the top twenty songs, and the times of television programs, etc.

Thus we

would argue that the transition to formal schooling might be made easier for disadvantaged children if (a) the emphasis was placed on their strengths in the skills of
\

ail oral tradition rather than their weakness in the not yet acquired literate ones,
(b) game-like learning by apprenticeship systems (watching avid doing) were maintained

for as long as possible, and (c) careful attention wis

paid to the content and

context of any desired activity in terms of its interest and relevance to the child's
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knowlecte of naturally-occurring activities.
Such general exhortations are eas; to make but hard to implement.
are to be taken seriously, practical

But if they

step-by-step descriptions of how one might imple-

Eent a single program are needed at the very least.

From the perspective of an ex-

perimental psychologist, specifying the stages in a research
program would provide the
necessary instantiation and we will try to do that here., However,
we would like to
emphasize that the program has as anedhderlying priacple, the provision of basic
information of practical value, that is, it could and maybe should
be directly implemented in instructional settings.
Consider the progress to date of our attempts in training mnemonic and metamnemonic skills in educable children.
---

We know that training specific traditional

mnemonic routines is not a promising avenue to pursue as the benefits are restricted
to a very small range of situations.

Training such skills in meaningful contexts,

together with explicit instruction concerning the reascns why such skills can be useful looks more promising and is currently underway in our laboratory (see section
IV. F.).

A more fundamental change in approach is that we believe that serious concern
should be gil.en to the skills that are the subject of training.

The type of

cognitive activity selected for intensive intervention should have certain properties;
(a) it should have great transsituational

(b) it should be readily

seen by the child +-o be a reasonable activity that works, (c) it should have some

counterpart in real-life experiences, and (d) its compOnent processes should be well
understood so that effective training techniques can be devised.

Our bias directs

us to a subset df metacognitive activities which we feel admirably fit the prescription, checking, monitoring, and reality testing, etc.

This is, of course, still too

ambitious and we would advocate the selection ora few basts skills for-intensive
study.

The ones we have chosen can be subsumed under `lie general heading, self-

interrogation.
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The eventual aim is to train the child to think dialectically, in the sense of
the Socratic teaching method.

Tr. the Socratic method, the teacher constantly

questions the students' basic assumptions and premises, plays the devil's advocate,
and probes weak areas, using such techniques as invidious generalizations and counterThe desired end-product is that the student

example (Anderson, 19777 Collins, 1977).

will come to perform the teacher's functions for himself via self-interrogation.

Al-

though the skills described by Collins are obviously not directly applicable to young
slow-learning children, the basic principles underlying the approach are.

We would

start at the very simple level of teaching the child to self-interrogate when faced
with a certain class of problems (instructions, math problems, a laboratory task,
etc.).

The type of self- interrogation that might work would be something like a

routine Set of n questions to ask oneself before proceeding, e.g., (a) stop and think!'
(b) do I know what to do (i.e., understand the instruction, both explicit and implicit)? (c) is there anything more I need to know before I can begin? and (d) is there
anything I already know that will help me (i.e., is this problem in any way like one
I have done before)?

We are currently attempting to train educable children to follow both verbal
and written instructions and to perform a variety of simple prose comprehension tasks,
context of a meaningful activity, like assembling a toy or following a

all in
recipe.

In the course of these activities, they deliberately and overtly pass through

a self-interrogation routine like the one described above.

We believe that devising

simple systems for eliciting self-awareness and conscious control over one's own
activities is an important form of training because it is a desirable end-product in
its awn right, it should have trzassituationatl applicability and it should improve

both the child's cognitive and metacognitive skills and his feelings of personal
competence.
VI.

Summary

The principal theme of this chapter has been the development of certain
metacognitive skills which are.indicative of efficient problem-solving in a variety

10
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of situations, whether experimental, educational, or naturally occurring.

We believe

the distinction between knowledge and the understanding of that knowledge to be a
valid and important distinction with'great heuristic power for those interested
in cognitive development.

The emphasis in this chapter has been on the executive

processes which underlie the cognitive products of the child; the executive processes
of modern cognitive theory---predicting, planning, checking and monitoring.

We

suggest that these are the basic characteristics of efficient thinking in a wide
range of learning situations.

It is a reflection of the state of the art that the majority of developmental
and training studies to date have been concerned with the conscious control of a few
"simple" mnemonic skills for deliberate remembering.

The cultural relativity of

such skills was discussed both in terms of their ecological validity cross-culturally,
and with reference to the school problems of educable retarded children.
One main purpose of this chapter was to emphasize the paucity of experimental
studies concerned with general metacognitive skills outside of the framework of
tradicional memory tasks.

A particularly neglected research area has been the

development of efficient training programs for the developmentally young, programs
that concentrate on executive functionir;!. rather than the perfection of a specific
skill.

Training techniques to induce simple checking skills in those who would not

introduce them spontaneously, at least

the context cf school learning or tradi-

tional laboratory tasks, have not been developed.

Although the problems entailed

it devising such training programs cannot be overestimated, the benefits both
practical and theoretical that would accrue warrant the expenditure of effort and
ingenuity.

f)'
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Table 1
The Relation of Accuracy to Confidence Judgements of Educable
Retardates Concerning Recognition Choices in a Feeling of
Knowing Experiment (Brown & Lawton, 1977)
I

Groups

N

Young (MA 6)

Medium (MA 8)

Old (MA 10)

17

15

27

sure

.54

.71

.66

not sure

.34

.34

.28

difference

.20

.37

.38
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Table 2

Story List Item from Kreutzer et al. (1975)
The Proportion of Subjects Making Each Choice and Justifying Their Choicea

Subjects

N

Story Format
Harder
Easier

Other

Justification
Absent
Present

Six-Year-Olds (MA 6)
b

20

.50

.25

.25

.15

.es

Naive Educable

21

81

.19

.00

.05

.95

Experienced Educable

40

.78

.18

.03

20

.78

Normal Third Grade

20

1.00

.00

.00

.70

.30

Naive Educable

28

.75

.04

.21

.04

.96

Experienced Educable

30

.80

.20

.00

.40

.60

Normal vindergarten

Eight-Year-Olds (MA 8)
b

alnterrater reliability .96
b

The data for normal children are from Kreutzer et al. (1975)
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Table 3
Opposites-Arbitrary Items frk.= Kreutzer et al. (1975)

(Proportion of Subjects Making Each Choice)a

Subjects

N

Opposites
Easier

Arbitrary
Easier

Same

Adequate
Justification

Six-Year-Olds (MA 6)

Normal Kindergarten

b
20

.30

.50

.20

.10

Naive Educable

21

.43

.57

.00

.10

Experienced Educable

40

.31

.69

.00

.12

20

.90

.10

.00

.65

Naive Educable

28

.57

.39

.04'

.42

Experienced Educable

30

.48

.52

Eight- Year-Olds (MA 3)

Normal Third Grade

a

b

ly

b

Interrater reliability 100%

Normal data from Kreutzer et al. (1975)

.40

.
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Table 4

et al. (1975) Questionnaire

rote Paraphrase Items from Kreutzer

(Proportion of Subjects Making Each Choice)a

1

2

3 6 4

'5

6

Appropriate
kesponse

?es
Response

Appropriate
Activity

.Own Words
Easier

Justifi -

Question Number

N

Subjects

cation

Six -Year- Olds

b

,20

.05

.50-

.20

.55

.10

Naive Educable

21

.00

.90

.00

.76

.00

Experienced Educable

40

.05

.95

.05

-.82

.08

Normal Third Gra4eb

20

.55

.75

.70

.90

.75

Naive Educable

28

.21

.82

.18

.64

.28

Experienced Educable

30

.20

.83

.30

.73

.20

Normal Kindergarten

Eight-Year-Olds

a

b

Interrater reliability ."6

Normal data from Kreutzer

et al. (1975)

1 '1
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Table 5

Classification of Student-Produced Lists for Recall

Classification

Taxonomic

Thematic

Rhymes
Sound-alikes

Random

Group

Normal:.

20

.21

.37

.14

.28

CA = 8

20

.72

.26

.01

.01

CA = 10

20

.68

.30

.00

.02

MA = 6

27

.38

.27

.10

.29

MA = 8

31

.42

.23

.12

.23

CA = 6
1

Educable:

1212
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Table 6

Proportion of Categorical Responses Classified As Broad and Narrow

Classification

Narrow

Broad

Group

Narrow

Narrow
Superordinate

Total

Normal:

CA = 6

20

.62

.32

.06

.38

CA = 8

20

.25

.64

.11

.75

CA = 10

20

.18

.57

.24

.81

27

.67

.26

.07

.33

31

.49

.37

.14

.51

Educable:

MA = 6
MA = 8

,
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Table 7

A Comparison of the Mean Importance Ratings of the Four
Experimental Groups on the Prejudged Levels of Importance
(from Brown & Smiley, 1977a)

Importance Level

1 (least)

2

3

4 (most)

Third Grade

2.41

2.52

2.51

2.56

Fifth Grade

2.42

2.35

2.46

2.76

Seventh Grade

2.02

2.36

2.58

3.05

College Students

1.61

2.09

2.78

3.52

Total

2.12

2.33

2.58

2.97

Mean Proportion Correct Recall as a Function
of Age and Structural Importance

Rated Importance

1 (least)

2

3

4 (most)

Total

Third Grade

.17

.22

.38

.61

.35

Fifth Grade

.23

.32

.48

.68

.43

Seventh Grade

.28

.39

.51

.75

.47

College Students

.27

.39

.54

.74

.48

Total

.23

.33

.48

.69
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Table 8
The Study Time Items from Kreutzer

et al. (1975)

(Proportion of Subjects Selecting 1 or 5 Minutes)a

Adequate
Justific.

Remembered-Most
1 min.
5 min.

Subjects

Subject's Choice
1 min.
5 min.

N
Six7year-Olds (MA)
b

20

.75

.25

.35

.65

.35

Naive Educable

21

.81

.14

.29

.71

.29

Experienced Educable

40

.85

.15

.56

.69

.31

20

1.00

.00

1.00

.95

.05

Naive Educable

28

.86

.14

.57

.93

.07

Experienced Educable

30

.93

.07

.70

.93

.07

Normal. Kindersarten
t

Eight-Year-Olds (MA)

Normal Third Grade

b

ainterrater reliability .99
b

The data for normal children are from Kreutzer

et al. (1975)

1_ owl.)
r)
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Table 9
Proportion Predicting Which'Activity Will Lead
to Best Performance (from Brown, Campione, Barclay, Lawton, & Jones, work in progress)

Activity

Categorize

Rehearse

Label

Look

Preschool (CA 4)

.24

.33

.13

.28

First Grade

.44

.25

.09

.22

Third Grade

.35

.46

.19

.00

Ea-cable MA 6

.64

.36

.00

.00

Educable MA 8

.38

.62

.00

.00

12.
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Table 10

Proportion Fredicting'Categorize or Rehearsal Superior and
Adopting that Activity (from Brown, Campione, Barclay, Lawton, & Jones work in progress)

Subjects

N

Predict Superior

P(Perform/Predict)

Perform

Preschool (CA 4)

46

.58

.13

First Grade

32

.69

.25

Third Grade

26

.81

.62

Educable MA 6

14

1.00

.36

Educable MA 8

21

1.00

.19

.22
'

.77

r

P(Perform/Predict) gm probability that the subject will perform the activity
he predicted is the most suitable.

.36

.36
.19

!.
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Table 11
Immediate-Delayed Item from Kreutzer

'Phone First
or Aware

Response

Subjects

et al. (1975)a

Activity to Remember

Write
Down

Rehearse

Other

None

L

Six-Year-Olds (MA 6)
b
Normal Kindergarten

20

.40

.55

.00

.05

.40

Naive Educable

21

.65

.30

.00

.00

.70

Experienced Educable

40

.46

.46

.00

.00

.54

20

.95

.80

.10

.10

.00

Naivc Educable

28

.75

..96

.00

.04

.00

Experienced Educable

30

.67

.63

.00

.03

.23

Eight - Year -Olds (MA 8)

Normal Third Grade

a
b

b

Interrater reliability .93

Normal data from Kreutzer

et al.

(1975)
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Table 12

The Study-Plan Item from Kreutzer

et al.

Planning a Strategy

Subjects

(1975)a

Not Planning a Strategy

N
Six-Year-Olds (MA)

b
Normal Kindergarten

20

.45

.55

Naive Educable

21

.24

76

Experienced Educable

40

.21

.80

Normal Third Grade

20

.90

.10

Naive Educable

28

.25

.75

Experienced Educable

30

.20

.80

Eight-Year-Olds
b

a

b

Interrater reliability .93

Normal data from Kreutzer

et al. (1975)

1

A
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Table 13

Proportion Correct on Recall-Readiness Posttests

Posttests

Group

MA 6

MA 8

Condition

a

N

Original Data
No
No
Prompt Prompt yrom.t

No
Prompt

One Year Tallow Up
No
Promst Prompt .

No
Prom.1

Anticipation

8

.C2

.62

.52

.50

.48

.81

.57

Rehearsal

7

.77

.61

.49

.46

.50

.90

.63

Label.

6

.60

.56

.55

.46

.58

.78

.54

Anticipation

12

.92

.84

.81

.80

.72

.95

.85

Rehearsal

12

.89

.82

.81

.74

.73

.84

.83

Label

11

.74

.65

.63

.60

.61

.67

.63

a

Included are data from those children who were available for all phases of the
experiment

1;;
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Table 14
Mean Proportion Recalled in Training as
a Function of Age, Groups, Trial Blocks and Trials

(from Brown & Campion, 19771)

a

Trial Blocks

Young

Old

Age

1

2

1

2

Creeping

.46

.44

.36

.46

Standard

.50

.59

.34

.33

Random

.41

.42

.29

.28

Trial Block
Groups

Trials

Old

_

Young

1

2

3

1

2

3

Creeping

.41

.43

.51

.34

.40

.48

Standard

.46

.55

.62

.32

.33

.35

Random

.41

.40

.43

.27

.28

.31

Trial

Conditions

a

The childr..a recc.lved Eovr lists a day.

.

These were collapsed -into two

Trial Bloc%s.
b

For each list the subject attempted four recalls, the last three following item
selection.

These are the Trials.
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Table 15

Number Generalization Test, Random Lists
(from Brown, Campione, & Hirphy, 1977)

Originally Realistic

N

Originally Unrealistic
Feedback
No Feedback

Old

6

12

11

14

12

12

1.08

5.09

3.64

5.00

4.42

Young

'

Mean Tt 'cerence
Score

Young

Young

2.83*

Old

Old

Proportion
Realistic

.67'

.75

.09

.28

.08

.25

Proportion
10 guessers

.17

.17

.73

.43

.67

.50

;

*This figure is misleading.
and 2 unrealistic.
1.75.

There are only 6 subjects in this cell, 4 realistic

The mean difference score for the 4 realistic subjects was

Both the remaining subjects overestimated their span by 5.

19
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Table 16
Easier to Recall Judgments on the Number Generalization Problem
(from Brown, Campione, & thirphy, 1977)

Trained
Realistic

Originally
Realistic

Unrealistic
Young

Old

.26

.19

.12

..11

.13

.12

.63

.67

.75

Young

Old

Young

Old

Organized Easier

.66

.75

.14

Unorganized Easier

.00

.00

.14

Inconsistent

.33

.25

.71-

t

*Entries are the proportion of subjects falling into each category

12.,
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.

The probability of a correct recognition given a wager of 1, 2, or

3 tokens in Experiment 1, or given a judgment of yes, maybe, or no in Experiment 2
(from Brown & Lawton, 1977).
Figure 2.

Proportion of/Correct recall as a function of mental age, training

condition, and test phase (from Campione & Brown, 1977, adapted from Brown & Barclay,
1976).

Figure 3

Mean proportion correct recall on pre and posttests as a function of

age and training condition (from Brown & Campione, 1977a).
Figure 4.

Mean standardized strategic selection scores on pre and posttests

as a function of age and training condition (from Brown & Campione, 1977a).
Figure 5.

The proportion of realistic estimators as a function of mental age

and test phase (from Brown, Campione, & Murphy, 1977).
Figure 6.

The proportion of realistic estimators (considering only those who

were originally unrealistic) as a function of mental age, feedback condition, and
test phase (from Brown, Campione, & Murphy, 1977).
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